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Preamble

This document has been developed by the American College of Cardiology Foundation (ACCF) Task Force on Expert Consensus Documents (ECDs), and was cosponsored by the American Heart Association (AHA). Expert Consensus Documents are intended to inform practitioners and other interested parties of the opinion of the ACCF and cosponsors concerning evolving areas of clinical practice and/or technologies that are widely available or new to the practice community. Topics chosen for coverage by expert consensus documents are so designed because the evidence base, the experience with technology, and/or the clinical practice are not considered sufficiently well developed to be evaluated by the formal ACCF/AHA practice guidelines process. Often the topic is the subject of ongoing investigation. Thus, the reader should view the ECD as the best attempt of the ACCF and the cosponsors to inform and guide clinical practice in areas where rigorous evidence may not be available or the evidence to date is not widely accepted. When feasible, ECDs include indications or contraindications. Some topics covered by ECDs will be addressed subsequently by the ACCF/AHA Practice Guidelines Committee.

Because the development of expert consensus documents depends on the knowledge and experience of experts and investigators in the field, many of whom have relationships with industry (RWI), the policy addressing writing committee members’ RWI must be realistic, workable, and implemented in a way that protects the integrity of the process while allowing an open and honest exchange of the most up-to-date information. Every possible effort is made to formulate a writing committee with a reasonable balance of RWI. Specifically, all members of the writing panel are asked to provide disclosure statements of all relationships that might be perceived as real or potential conflicts of interest. Participation in the writing committee is dependent on a review of all relevant RWI by the task force to ensure balance so that fair and unbiased consensus can be reached. In addition, statements of RWI are reported orally and in writing to all members of the writing panel at every meeting and conference call and are updated as changes occur.
In the case of pulmonary hypertension, because of the relatively small number of experts engaged in clinical care and research in this area, identifying experts without RWI in this disease area was a challenge. To mitigate this concern and reduce the risk of bias, extensive peer review was completed in addition to review and approval by the AHA’s Scientific Advisory Coordinating Committee (SACC) and the ACCF’s Board of Trustees. SACC members only participate in the review and approval process if they have no relevant RWI themselves. To provide complete transparency, the RWI information for writing committee members and peer reviewers is published in the appendixes of the document.

Robert A. Harrington, MD, FACC Chair, ACCF Task Force on Expert Consensus Documents

1. Executive Summary

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a complex, multidisciplinary disorder. Recent advances have led to increased recognition and new therapies. While some data exist to form treatment guidelines, other areas have been inadequately explored.

1.1. Pathology and Pathogenesis

Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a syndrome resulting from restricted flow through the pulmonary arterial circulation resulting in increased pulmonary vascular resistance and ultimately in right heart failure. Multiple pathogenic pathways have been implicated in the development of PAH, including those at the molecular and genetic levels and in the smooth muscle and endothelial cells and adventitia. The imbalance in the vasoconstrictor/vasodilator milieu has served as the basis for current medical therapies, although increasingly it is recognized that PAH also involves an imbalance of proliferation and apoptosis (favoring the former).

1.2. Classification and Epidemiology

While previously considered a rare disease, the most recent evidence from a French registry suggests that the prevalence of PAH is about 15 per million (1). Idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH) is more prevalent in women and was the most common type of PAH in the French registry. Familial PAH often results from a mutation in the bone morphogenetic protein receptor-2 (BMPR2) and is inherited as an autosomal dominant disease with incomplete penetrance and genetic anticipation. PAH is also associated with congenital heart disease (CHD), connective tissue diseases, drugs and toxins, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), portal hypertension, hemoglobinopathies, and myeloproliferative disorders. Primary PH formerly encompassed idiopathic, familial, and anorexigen induced PAH. These groups together comprise World Health Organization (WHO) Group I PAH. Other WHO categories include Group II, PH with left heart disease, Group III, PH associated with lung diseases and/or hypoxemia, Group IV, PH due to chronic thrombotic and/or embolic disease, and Group V, miscellaneous causes of PH (Table 1).

1.3. Natural History and Survival

The prognosis of PAH is poor, with an approximately 15% mortality within 1 year on modern therapy (2). Predictors of a poor prognosis include: advanced functional class, poor exercise capacity as measured by 6-minute walk (6MW) test or cardiopulmonary exercise test, high right atrial (RA) pressure, significant right ventricular (RV) dysfunction, evidence of RV failure, low cardiac index, elevated brain natriuretic peptide (BNP), and underlying diagnosis of scleroderma spectrum of diseases.

1.4. Screening and Diagnostic Assessment

Patients at sufficient risk for the development of PAH to warrant periodic screening include those with a known BMPR2 mutation, scleroderma spectrum of diseases, and portal hypertension who are undergoing evaluation for liver transplantation. The most appropriate study to obtain in patients suspected of having PH based on history, physical examination, chest x-ray (CXR), and electrocardiogram...

Table 1. Revised WHO Classification of PH

| 1. Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) |
| 1.1. Idiopathic (IPAH) |
| 1.2. Familial (FPAH) |
| 1.3. Associated with (APAH): |
| 1.3.1. Connective tissue disorder |
| 1.3.2. Congenital systemic-to-pulmonary shunts |
| 1.3.3. Portal hypertension |
| 1.3.4. HIV infection |
| 1.3.5. Drugs and toxins |
| 1.3.6. Other (thyroid disorders, glycogen storage disease, Gaucher’s disease, hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia, hemoglobinopathies, chronic myeloproliferative disorders, splenectomy) |
| 1.4. Associated with significant venous or capillary involvement |
| 1.4.1. Pulmonary veno-occlusive disease (PVOD) |
| 1.4.2. Pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis (PCH) |
| 1.5. Persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn |
| 2. Pulmonary hypertension with left heart disease |
| 2.1. Left-sided atrial or ventricular heart disease |
| 2.2. Left-sided valvular heart disease |
| 3. Pulmonary hypertension associated with lung diseases and/or hypoxemia |
| 3.1. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease |
| 3.2. Interstitial lung disease |
| 3.3. Sleep disordered breathing |
| 3.4. Alveolar hypoventilation disorders |
| 3.5. Chronic exposure to high altitude |
| 3.6. Developmental abnormalities |
| 4. Pulmonary hypertension due to chronic thrombotic and/or embolic disease (CTEPH) |
| 4.1. Thromboembolic obstruction of proximal pulmonary arteries |
| 4.2. Thromboembolic obstruction of distal pulmonary arteries |
| 4.3. Nonthrombotic pulmonary embolism (tumor, parasites, foreign material) |
| 5. Miscellaneous |
| Sarcoidosis, histiocytosis X, lymphangiomatosis, compression of pulmonary vessels (adenopathy, tumor, fibrosing mediastinitis) |

Reprinted from Simonneau et al. (32).
(ECG) is an echocardiogram. Evaluation for other potential etiologies, such as thromboembolic disease, is appropriate in all patients suspected of having PAH. The diagnosis of PAH requires confirmation with a complete right heart catheterization (RHC). The current hemodynamic definition of PAH is a mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) greater than 25 mm Hg; a pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (PCWP), left atrial pressure, or left ventricular end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP) less than or equal to 15 mm Hg; and a pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) greater than 3 Wood units (3). Acute vasodilator testing, which involves the administration of pharmacologic agents to test the presence of pulmonary vasoreactivity, has prognostic value and should be performed in all IPAH patients who might be considered potential candidates for long-term calcium-channel blocker therapy. Those with overt right heart failure or hemodynamic instability should not undergo acute vasodilator testing. The definition of an acute responder is a reduction in mPAP of at least 10 mm Hg to an absolute mPAP of less than 40 mm Hg without a decrease in cardiac output. Vasodilator testing should be performed by centers with experience in the administration of these agents and the interpretation of the results.

1.5. Evidenced-Based Treatment Algorithm

Goals of treatment include improvement in the patient’s symptoms, quality of life, and survival. Objective assessments to measure treatment response include improvement in exercise capacity (6MW test, cardiopulmonary exercise test, treadmill test), hemodynamics, and survival. General measures that should be addressed include diet, exercise, appropriate vaccinations, and avoidance of pregnancy. Warfarin anticoagulation is recommended in all patients with IPAH based on 1 prospective and 2 retrospective observational, uncontrolled trials. Diuretics are used for symptomatic management of RV volume overload. Oxygen is recommended to maintain oxygen saturation greater than 90%. Calcium channel blockers are indicated only for patients who have a positive acute vasodilator response as described in the preceding text. Patients treated with calcium channel blockers should be followed closely for both the safety and the efficacy of this therapy. Continuous intravenous epoprostenol improves exercise capacity, hemodynamics, and survival in IPAH and is the preferred treatment option for the most critically ill patients. Although expensive and cumbersome to administer, epoprostenol is the only therapy for PAH that has been shown to prolong survival. Treprostinil, a prostanoid, may be delivered via either continuous intravenous or subcutaneous infusion. Iloprost is a prostanoid delivered by an adaptive aerosolized device 6 times daily. The delivery system and side effects of the prostanoids should be carefully considered when assessing patients for prostanoid therapy. The endothelin receptor antagonists are oral therapies that improve exercise capacity in PAH. Liver function tests must be monitored indefinitely on a monthly basis. Phosphodiesterase (PDE)-5 inhibitors also improve exercise capacity and hemodynamics in PAH. In general, patients with poor prognostic indexes should be initiated on parenteral therapy, while patients with class II or early III symptoms commonly commence therapy with either endothelin receptor antagonists or PDE-5 inhibitors. Given the multiple mechanisms of action, there is scientific rationale for the use of combination therapy for PAH, which is an area of active investigation. Initial results are encouraging and more combination therapy trials are underway. Lung transplantation is an option for selected patients who progress despite optimal medical management.

1.6. Reassessing Patients Over Time: How to Follow Patients on Treatment

Due to the complex nature of the disease and its treatments, PAH patients must be closely followed. In general, office visits should be more frequent for patients with advanced symptoms, right heart failure, and advanced hemodynamics and those on parenteral or combination therapy. Such patients generally should be seen every 3 months (or more frequently). Less ill patients on oral therapy generally should be seen every 3 to 6 months. Most experts obtain an assessment of functional class and exercise capacity, such as a 6MW or graded treadmill test, with each office visit. Nurse clinicians experienced in the care of PAH patients should be an integral part of chronic outpatient management.

1.7. Non-Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

Pulmonary Hypertension Populations

Most cardiologists and pulmonologists will see PH associated with elevated left heart filling pressures much more frequently than PAH. Any disorder that elevates left heart filling pressures, including systolic dysfunction, diastolic dysfunction, and valvular heart disease, can result in elevated pulmonary artery pressures. Treatment should be directed at the underlying left heart disease. In rare instances, PAH-specific therapy may be considered if the underlying cause has been optimally treated, the PCWP is normal or minimally elevated, the transpulmonary gradient and pulmonary vascular resistance are significantly elevated, and the patient’s symptoms suggest that PAH-specific therapy may yield clinical benefit. This subset of patients may be described as those with “disproportionate” PH (greater than expected on the basis of their elevated left heart pressure or lung disease). Experts caution against widespread treatment for non-PAH PH until clinical trial data indicate whether such patients benefit from them. The potential adverse effects of PAH-specific therapies in such patients include worsening fluid retention, pulmonary edema, and ventilation perfusion mismatch.

1.8. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension in Congenital Heart Disease

The incidence of CHD is approximately 8 per 1,000 live births (4), and approximately 30% of children who do not undergo surgical repair will develop pulmonary vascular
disease. Patients with PAH related to CHD who are not candidates for surgical correction are treated similar to IPAH patients. The natural history of such patients tends to be better than those with other types of PAH.

1.9. Pediatric Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

Persistent PH of the newborn is a syndrome characterized by increased pulmonary vascular resistance, right to left shunting, and severe hypoxemia. Treatment options include inhaled nitric oxide (iNO) and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation. Pediatric IPAH is treated similar to that in adults. A higher percentage of children are acute responders and candidates for calcium channel blockers.

2. Introduction

The field of PH has evolved substantially over the past decade. While there are some data from which evidence based guidelines for PAH have been generated, other aspects of the assessment and management of PH have been largely unexplored.

The writing committee consisted of acknowledged experts in the field of PH. In addition to members designated by the ACCF and AHA, the Writing Committee included representation from the American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP); the American College of Rheumatology; the American Thoracic Society, Inc. (ATS); and the Pulmonary Hypertension Association (PHA). This diverse representation reflects the multidisciplinary nature of PH. Representation by an outside organization does not necessarily imply endorsement. This document was reviewed by 4 official representatives from the ACCF and AHA; organizational review by the ACCP, ATS, and PHA; as well as by 13 content reviewers. This document was approved for publication by the governing bodies of the ACCF in November 2008 and AHA in February 2009. In addition, the governing boards of the ACCP, ATS, and PHA formally endorsed this document. This document will be considered current until the Task Force on ECDs revises it or withdraws it from publication.

This statement is the first ACCF/AHA Clinical Expert Consensus Document on PH. At its first meeting, each member of this ACCF/AHA Writing Committee indicated any relationships with industry, and these relationships were reiterated at each subsequent meeting and on each conference call. Relevant conflicts of the writing committee and peer reviewers are reported in Appendixes 1 and 2, respectively. At the first meeting the writing committee discussed the topics to be covered in the document and assigned lead authors for each section. The entire writing group reviewed each section and discussed important issues for further drafts. The committee met again to come to a consensus on outstanding issues, and further meetings and teleconferences occurred between the chairman and writing group members who were not present at the meetings to ensure consensus on important points. In instances where there was not consensus amongst the writing group, a majority opinion and a minority opinion is presented. Each writing group member has read and approved the entire document. Outside peer review was also undertaken before the document was finalized.

3. Pathology and Pathogenesis

PAH is a syndrome resulting from restricted flow through the pulmonary arterial circulation, which leads to pathological increases in PVR and ultimately to right heart failure (5). The predominant cause of increased PVR is loss of vascular luminal cross section due to vascular remodeling produced by excessive cell proliferation and reduced rates of apoptosis, although excessive vasoconstriction plays a significant role in approximately 20% of patients (6,7).

Improved understanding of the disease pathways in PAH, even if a single primary cause remains elusive, has led to therapeutic strategies, including the administration of prostanoids, the antagonism of endothelin receptors, and inhibition of PDE-5. Future therapeutic options identified by basic studies include inhibiting pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (PDK), the serotonin transporter (5-HTT), the antiapoptotic protein survivin, several transcription factors (notably hypoxia inducible factor-1 alpha [HIF-1 alpha] nuclear factor activating T lymphocytes [NFAT]), and augmenting voltage-gated potassium channel channels (e.g., Kv1.5). Additional therapies in early clinical development include vasoactive intestinal peptide and tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Administration of angiogenic factors and stem cells and agents targeting mitochondrial dysfunction may also have therapeutic promise.

3.1. Histology

PAH is a panvasculopathy predominantly affecting small pulmonary arteries (also called "resistance arteries" because they regulate regional blood flow in the lung) (8). PAH is characterized by a variety of arterial abnormalities, including intimal hyperplasia, medial hypertrophy, adventitial proliferation, thrombosis in situ, varying degrees of inflammation, and plexiform arteriopathy. An individual patient may manifest all of these lesions, and the distribution of lesions may be diffuse or focal. Our understanding of the natural history of the evolution of vascular lesions in PAH, except for patients with CHD, is limited because biopsies are rarely obtained in adult patients. However, it is believed that medial hypertrophy is an earlier and more reversible lesion than intimal fibrosis or plexogenic arteriopathy.

3.2. The Right Ventricle

RV function is a major determinant of functional capacity and prognosis in PAH (5). While RV hypertrophy and dilatation are initiated by increased afterload (i.e., elevated PVR), the adequacy of the RV’s compensatory response (preservation of stroke volume) is quite variable amongst
individuals. It remains unclear why some RVs compensate while others decompensate, manifest as thinning and dilatation of the wall, and reduce the RV ejection fraction. The neonatal RV is much more tolerant of increased PVR, partially explaining the better survival in children with PAH associated with CHD. RV function could potentially be improved by effective therapies to regress pulmonary vascular obstruction or by directly improving RV contractile function.

### 3.3. Molecular Abnormalities in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

The pathobiological mechanisms of PAH have recently been reviewed (9). The PAH “phenotype” is characterized by endothelial dysfunction, a decreased ratio of apoptosis/proliferation in pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells (PASMCs), and a thickened, disordered adventitia in which there is excessive activation of adventital metalloproteases. Like cancer and atherosclerosis, PAH does not have a single cause: a “multi-hit model” is more likely.

### 3.4. Genetics of Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

PAH is inherited in less than 10% of cases (1,10). Mutations in 2 genes in the transforming growth factor beta receptor pathway, BMPR2, and activin-like kinase 1 have been implicated in the pathogenesis of familial PAH. BMPR2 modulates vascular cell growth by activating the intracellular pathways of SMAD and LIM kinase (11–13). Many different BMPR2 mutations occur in familial PAH. These mutations, which lead to loss of function in the SMAD signaling pathway, are prevalent in familial PAH (prevalence ~75%) (11,12). Activin-like kinase 1 mutations, detected in a group of patients with hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia and PAH (13), are also thought to result in growth-promoting alterations of SMAD-dependent signaling. Overexpression of a dominant negative form of BMPR2 in PASMC leads to PAH and Kv1.5 downregulation in transgenic mice (14,15).

### 3.5. Abnormalities in the Blood and Endothelium in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

In the vascular lumen, PAH is characterized by platelets that are depleted of serotonin and elevation of plasma serotonin (16). Endothelial dysfunction is common in PAH. The PAH endothelium is characterized by increased production of vasoconstrictor/mitogenic compounds, such as endothelin and thromboxane, and deficient production of vasodilators, such as prostacyclin (17–19). Elevated levels of fibrinopeptide A and plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 and reduced levels of tissue plasminogen activator contribute to the procoagulant state. Endothelial injury may also expose the underlying smooth muscle cells to circulating mitogens and growth factors that stimulate cell proliferation.

### 3.6. Prostacyclin and Thromboxane A2

The prostanoids prostacyclin and thromboxane A2 are major arachidonic acid metabolites. Prostacyclin is a potent vasodilator, inhibits platelet activation, and has antiproliferative properties, whereas thromboxane A2 is a potent vasoconstrictor and promotes proliferation platelet activation. In PAH, the balance between these 2 molecules is shifted toward thromboxane A2 (17), favoring thrombosis, proliferation, and vasoconstriction. Additionally, prostacyclin synthase is decreased in the small- and medium-sized pulmonary arteries in PAH (20).

### 3.7. Endothelin-1

Endothelin-1 (ET-1) is a potent vasoconstrictor and stimulates PASMC proliferation. Plasma levels of ET-1 are increased in PAH and correlate with severity of PAH and prognosis (21). Moreover, clearance of ET-1 in the pulmonary vasculature is reduced in PAH (19).

### 3.8. Nitric Oxide

Nitric oxide (NO) is a vasodilator and inhibitor of platelet activation and vascular smooth-muscle cell proliferation. NO is produced by 3 isoforms of nitric oxide synthases (NOS). Decreased endothelial NOS (NOS3) has been observed in PAH patients (18). Once formed, the effects of NO are largely mediated by cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) which is rapidly inactivated by PDE, especially the PDE-5 isoenzymes. eNOS knockout mice display PH and even more profound systemic hypertension (22). PDE-5 is present in large amounts in the lung, giving rationale for the use of PDE-5 inhibitors in PAH.

### 3.9. Additional Vasoactive Substances

Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) is a vasoconstrictor and promotes PASMC hypertrophy and hyperplasia. Allelic variation in serotonin transporter (5-HTT) and the serotonin 5-hydroxytryptamine 2B receptor (5-HT2B), have been described in platelets and lung tissue from patients with PAH (23). Transgenic mice overexpressing the serotonin transporter have PAH and decreased Kv1.5 expression (14). Despite these observations, the level of serotonin alone is not likely a determinant of PAH, since serotonin-reuptake inhibitors are in widespread clinical use but are not associated with an increased incidence of PAH and may, in fact, be a potential PAH therapy (24). Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) is a member of the glucagon-growth hormone-releasing superfamily and has a pharmacologic profile similar to prostacyclins. Serum and lung tissue VIP levels are decreased in PAH patients, and exogenous VIP may decrease pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) and PVR, inhibit platelet activation, and reduce PASMC proliferation (25).

### 3.10. Inflammation

Autoantibodies, proinflammatory cytokines, and inflammatory infiltrates have been observed in some cases of PAH, suggesting that inflammation may contribute to the development of some forms of PAH (26).
3.11. Pulmonary Artery Smooth Muscle Cells in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

In PAH, PASMCs have a collection of abnormalities that favor a decreased apoptosis/proliferation ratio. These abnormalities include inappropriate activation of transcription factors (HIF-1 alpha and NFAT), decreased expression of certain K+ channels (e.g., Kv1.5 and Kv2.1), and de novo expression of the antiapoptotic protein survivin. Several abnormalities are observed in human PAH and in rodent models of PAH (notably loss of Kv1.5, activation of survivin, and nuclear translocation of HIF-1 alpha) (27,28). The PASMCs in PAH also display excessive proliferation in response to transforming growth factor beta, and this propensity to accumulate unwanted cells is exacerbated by impaired smooth muscle cell apoptosis. The impaired apoptosis appears to be multifactorial, related to abnormal mitochondrial hyperpolarization, activation of transcription factors (such as HIF-1 alpha and NFAT), and de novo expression of the antiapoptotic protein survivin (27). This occurs in both the PASMCs and endothelial cells (29). Another factor that promotes calcium overload and PASMC proliferation is increased expression of transient receptor potential channels, which promote calcium overload (30).

In PAH the adventitia is fragmented, permitting cell migration and creating mitogenic peptides, such as tenascin (31). It is conceivable that inhibition of metalloproteases may have therapeutic potential in PAH.

While great strides have been made in understanding the basic mechanisms of the pathobiology and the pathogenesis of PAH over the past 2 decades, our understanding is far from complete. Ongoing investigation into many novel pathways will potentially lead to more therapeutic options in the decades to come. Figure 1 (31a) summarizes many of the relevant cellular pathways in the pathogenesis of PAH.

4. Classification and Epidemiology of Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (WHO Group I)

The current classification of PH is depicted in Table 1 (32).

4.1. Idiopathic Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

IPAH is a rare disease, with a female/male ratio of 1.7:1 and a mean age at diagnosis of 37 years (10). Most recent epidemiologic data suggest that the prevalence of PAH may be up to 15 per million, with a prevalence of IPAH of about 6 per million (1). Interestingly, recent studies suggest the age range of affected individuals may be increasing, as cases of IPAH have been reported in many patients greater than 70 years old (33).

4.2. Familial Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

Hereditary transmission of PAH has been reported in approximately 6% to 10% of patients with PAH; in 50% to 90% of these individuals, mutations in BMPR2 have been identified (34,35). Mutations in BMPR2 have been found in up to 25% of patients with IPAH (36), in 15% of PAH related to fenfluramine use, and rarely in patients with other forms of associated PAH (37,38). The mutations in BMPR2 in familial pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) are characterized by genetic anticipation and incomplete penetrance. The phenotype is not expressed in all generations, but when expressed, occurs at an earlier age and is associated with more severe and rapidly progressive disease (39,40).

4.3. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Congenital Heart Disease

PAH is a well-recognized complication of uncorrected increased pulmonary blood flow associated with CHD and systemic-to-pulmonary shunts. The development of PAH and subsequent reversal of shunt flow (Eisenmenger syndrome) occurs more frequently when blood flow is extremely high and the shunt exposes the pulmonary vasculature to systemic level pressures, such as occurs with a ventricular septal defect, patent ductus arteriosus, or truncus arteriosus. However, PAH may also occur with low pressure–high flow abnormalities, such as with atrial septal defects.

4.4. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Connective Tissue Diseases

A primary pulmonary arteriopathy occurs most commonly in patients with the limited cutaneous form of systemic sclerosis, formerly referred to as the CREST (calcinosis, Raynaud’s, esophageal dysfunction, sclerodactyly, telangiectasias) variant. Although at autopsy, 65% to 80% of individuals have histopathological changes consistent with PAH, less than 10% develop clinically apparent disease (41). Surveillance echocardiography suggests that there is a substantial prevalence of mild to moderate PH in connective tissue disease patients (41,42). However, the management and natural history of such patients has not been well studied. Histology consistent with PAH has also been observed in systemic lupus erythematosus, mixed connective tissue disease, and rheumatoid arthritis.

4.5. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infection

Population studies of individuals infected with HIV suggest that the incidence of PAH is approximately 0.5%, or 6 to 12 times that of the general population, and has not declined significantly with aggressive antiretroviral therapy (43–45). The occurrence of PAH is independent of the CD4 count or previous opportunistic infections, but appears related to the duration of HIV infection (46). Although PAH occurs
with greater frequency in individuals who have used intravenous drugs, no clear etiological link has been established with foreign body emboli or the portal hypertension frequently observed in these same individuals because of concomitant infection with hepatitis B or C. Because HIV does not directly infect vascular endothelial cells or smooth muscle cells, the mechanism of PAH in HIV infection remains unclear. Routine screening for PAH in HIV is not recommended due to the relatively low disease prevalence in HIV patients.

4.6. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Portal Hypertension

In a large autopsy series, histological changes consistent with PAH occurred in 0.73% of individuals with cirrhosis, 6 times the prevalence in all autopsies (47). Hemodynamic studies have estimated the prevalence of PAH in these individuals at 2% to 6%; however, the prevalence may be higher in patients referred for liver transplantation (48). The risk of developing PAH increases with the duration of portal hypertension. The mechanism of this association is
unclear, but cirrhosis without the presence of portal hypertension appears insufficient for the development of PAH. Portal hypertension patients may also develop PH related to high flow states and left ventricular (LV) diastolic dysfunction, which are important to distinguish from PAH.

4.7. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Drugs and Toxins

Association between anorexigens (appetite suppressant drugs that increase serotonin release and block serotonin reuptake) and PAH was initially observed in the 1960s when an epidemic of IPAH (then termed PPH) was noted in Europe following the introduction of aminorex fumarate (49). Upon withdrawal of this medication, the incidence of PAH decreased to background; however, structurally related compounds, such as fenfluramine and dexfenfluramine, were subsequently developed in the 1980s. Exposure to these agents for as little as 3 months also has been associated with an increased incidence of IPAH (50). Epidemiologic studies have also linked the development of PAH to rapeseed oil (51), L-tryptophan (52), and illicit drugs such as methamphetamine and cocaine (53,54).

4.8. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Hemoglobinopathies

PH is increasingly recognized in patients with sickle cell disease, with a prevalence reported as high as 30% in echocardiography-based studies (55,56). A more recent report suggests that the proportion of patients with sickle cell disease who have PAH is much lower, less than 10% (57). It also highlights other factors that may contribute to PH in sickle cell disease patients including thromboembolic disease, restrictive lung disease, and left heart disease. Whether the PH is the cause of the increased mortality or is a surrogate marker remains unclear; however, the 2-year mortality rate in these patients is approximately 50% (55,56). The pathobiology of PH in sickle cell disease is likely multifactorial: sickle cell related pulmonary vasculopathy, asplenia, pulmonary parenchymal and vascular injury from acute chest syndrome, and systemic loss of bioavailable NO by hemoglobin released during hemolysis and increased oxidant burden (58). Plasma levels of endothelin-1 are elevated in patients with sickle cell disease (59). Despite the relatively mild nature of the PH in many of these patients, the histopathology is often quite similar to PAH, including plexiform lesions. Hemodynamic parameters in PH associated with sickle cell disease are often different from those in other forms of PAH. PAP and PVR are often lower than that observed in IPAH, yet patients with sickle cell disease and PH are often very symptomatic. In contrast to patients with other forms of PAH, who by definition have normal LV systolic and diastolic function, sickle cell disease–PH patients often have elevated left heart filling pressures suggesting impaired LV diastolic function. They also have decreased hemoglobin and a high cardiac output but have limited systemic oxygen transport. Other anemias, including homozygous beta-thalassemia and hereditary spherocytosis have also been associated with the development of PH (60,61).

4.9. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Other Etiologies

PH clinically and histologically indistinguishable from IPAH has been observed in approximately 15% of individuals with hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia, an autosomal dominant vascular dysplasia (13,62). There is also an association between thrombocytosis, chronic myelodysplastic syndrome, and the development of PAH (63). Lastly, a high incidence of asplenia and thyroid disease have been reported in patients with PAH (64,65).

4.10. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Pulmonary Venous or Capillary Abnormalities

In rare instances, the typical histological findings of PAH are associated with an occlusive venopathy (pulmonary veno-occlusive disease) or a microvasculopathy (pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis). In addition to the histology of PAH, these entities also exhibit the findings of pulmonary venous hypertension, including pulmonary hemosiderosis, interstitial edema, and lymphatic dilation (66). Although the clinical presentation is usually indistinguishable from PAH, rapid development of pulmonary edema after administration of vasodilators such as epoprostenol has been reported in both entities (67,68) and is often a clue to the appropriate diagnosis.

5. Natural History and Survival

The prognosis of PAH and variables influencing the prognosis have recently been reviewed (69). The natural history of IPAH has been well characterized. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) Registry followed 194 patients with IPAH enrolled at 32 clinical centers from 1981 to 1985 (70). The estimated median survival was 2.8 years, with 1-, 3-, and 5-year survival rates of 68%, 48%, and 34%, respectively. Studies from Japan, India, and Mexico have suggested similar results, with a median survival in the range of 2 to 3 years.

Prognosis is also influenced by underlying etiology (Figure 2). The prognosis in patients with PAH associated with the scleroderma spectrum of diseases appears to be worse than for IPAH, and the untreated 2-year survival rate may be as low as 40% (71). Even with epoprostenol therapy, patients with PAH related to the scleroderma spectrum of diseases have a less favorable outcome (72), although recent data suggest that in the era of expanding PAH therapy, prognosis may be improving (73). Data from 2 studies (prospective and retrospective) suggest that patients with HIV-associated PAH appear to have similar survival as those with IPAH (43,74), and deaths in this setting are most commonly related to PAH. It is clear that patients with CHD have a better prognosis than those with IPAH,
although it is uncertain whether this reflects the relative youth of these patients, their better adapted right ventricles, or the potential advantages of a residual shunt. In a study evaluating 100 adults with severe PAH, 37 of whom had Eisenmenger syndrome and 6 of whom had previously repaired congenital heart defects, actuarial survival of non-transplanted patients was 97%, 89%, and 77% at 1, 2, and 3 years, respectively, compared with 77%, 69%, and 35% at 1, 2, and 3 years, respectively, for patients with IPAH (75). In a cohort of epoprostenol-treated PAH patients, survival was greater for those with CHD than for IPAH (72).

5.1. Medical Therapy for Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension: Impact Upon Survival

The positive impact of epoprostenol on survival in IPAH has been well described in 1 randomized controlled trial and 2 single center, observational, uncontrolled trials (76–78). Long-term epoprostenol therapy appears to improve hemodynamics and quality of life in patients with PAH and CHD who fail conventional therapy (79), and improvement has been demonstrated in the scleroderma spectrum of diseases population (80), but trials large enough to adequately assess survival benefit are not available.

Long-term observational studies with first line bosentan and treprostinil have also suggested an improved survival in PAH, although controlled clinical trial data are not available (81,82). Calcium channel blockers may favorably influence survival in the small proportion of patients with IPAH who demonstrate a significant vasodilator response at RHC (83,84). Anticoagulation therapy has been associated with improved survival in IPAH (85) as well as in diet drug-induced PAH (85) in open label, uncontrolled series. However, a large, prospective randomized trial with the specific purpose of looking at this end point has not been conducted. Recent registry data indicate an 85% survival rate at 1 year for patients with PAH observed at a single center from 1982 to 2006 (2).

5.2. Factors Impacting Survival and Facilitating Assessment of Prognosis

Important prognostic factors have recently been reviewed (69) and will be briefly summarized.

5.3. Functional Class

The NIH cohort study showed that among 194 patients who received a diagnosis of IPAH between 1981 and 1985, the risk of death was higher among patients in New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional class III or IV than among those in NYHA functional class I or II. In the NIH registry, the median survival among patients presenting with NYHA functional class I and II symptoms was nearly 6 years versus 2.5 years for patients with functional class III symptoms and just 6 months for patients who presented with functional class IV symptoms (70). Other series have confirmed the importance of functional class as a prognostic variable, even during treatment (77,78). Mortality is higher in both treated and untreated functional class III but particularly in functional class IV IPAH patients. Patients who improved to functional class I or II status with epoprostenol had a better prognosis than patients who remained in functional class III or IV (77,78).

5.4. Exercise Tolerance

In the pivotal epoprostenol IPAH trial, performance in the unencouraged 6MW test was found to be an independent predictor of survival, leading to use of this test as the primary end point for many prospective trials (76). Other studies have suggested the prognostic value of this test; in patients on epoprostenol, unencouraged 6MW distance at
baseline and after 3 months of therapy was associated with survival by univariate analysis (78,86).

Maximal oxygen consumption (peak VO\textsubscript{2}) determined by progressive, exercise testing with cycle ergometry has been found to be an independent predictor of survival in 1 study in patients with IPAH (87); Kaplan-Meier analysis in this study revealed that patients with a peak VO\textsubscript{2} greater than 10.4 mL/kg/min had significantly better 1-year survival than patients with lower peak VO\textsubscript{2} values. Patients with a peak systemic blood pressure greater than 120 mm Hg also had a better 1-year survival than those patients who did not achieve this systemic blood pressure. In IPAH patients treated with epoprostenol, treadmill exercise time has also been shown to be predictive of survival (77). Cardiopulmonary exercise testing is used less frequently in PAH clinical trials due to lack of methodologic consistency among different centers. The Naughton-Balke treadmill test reported in exercise metabolic equivalents is a useful means of assessing functional capacity in PAH patients (88).

5.5. Hemodynamics

All large published evaluations implicate hemodynamics as an important predictor of survival (70,77,78). In the NIH registry, 3 hemodynamic variables were associated with an increased risk of death by univariate analysis: increased mPAP (odds ratio [OR]: 1.16; 95% confidence interval: 1.05 to 1.28), increased mean right atrial pressure (mRAP) (OR: 1.99; 95% confidence interval: 1.47 to 2.69), and decreased cardiac index (CI) (OR: 0.62; 95% confidence interval: 0.46 to 0.82). These 3 variables were also predictive in a multivariate analysis. Data from the NIH registry were used to formulate a regression equation in which these 3 variables were used to estimate survival. Data from Mexico and other centers. The Naughton-Balke treadmill test reported in exercise metabolic equivalents is a useful means of assessing functional capacity in PAH patients (88).

5.6. Echocardiography

While echocardiography has been a pivotal screening test in PAH, studies evaluating the prognostic value of echocardiographic parameters have been limited to relatively small series. RA and RV enlargement, reduced RV function, displacement of the intraventricular septum, tricuspid regurgitation (TR), the Tei index, and pericardial effusion have been evaluated. The presence of any degree of pericardial effusion has proven a consistent predictor of mortality (90). The Doppler echocardiographic index (‘Tei index” or myocardial performance index), an index of combined RV systolic and diastolic function obtained by dividing the sum of both isovolumetric contraction and relaxation intervals by the ejection time, appears to be predictive of an adverse outcome on univariate analysis and by multivariate regression analysis (91,92). Clinicians often rely on the subjective appearance of the RA and RV to make clinical decisions, even without formal size measurements.

5.7. Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Cardiac magnetic resonance (MR) imaging accurately assesses size and function of the RV with a high degree of reproducibility. RV function is an important prognostic indicator in PAH and cardiac MR imaging of poor RV function, including stroke volume less than or equal to 25 mL/m\textsuperscript{2}, RV end-diastolic volume greater than or equal to 84 mL/m\textsuperscript{2}, and LV end-diastolic volume less than or equal to 40 mL/m\textsuperscript{2}, were found to be independent predictors of mortality and treatment failure in a study of 64 patients (93). Additionally, pulmonary artery stiffness, as measured by relative cross-sectional area change was predictive of survival in a cohort of 86 PAH patients studied with MR imaging (94). Those with a relative cross-sectional area change of less than 16% had a greater mortality than those with value greater than 16%.

5.8. Biomarkers

Both atrial natriuretic peptide and BNP have been shown to correlate with survival in IPAH and to correlate with other predictors of survival. BNP and NT-proBNP appear to be better independent predictors (95,96). Increased uric acid levels, which may reflect impaired oxidative metabolism, have been shown to be increased with severity of functional class and hemodynamics in IPAH, and among the noninvasive tests studied, independently correlated with mortality (97). Detectable cardiac troponin T also confers a poor prognosis, potentially due to the effect of RV ischemia (98). Of the above biomarkers, proBNP levels are increasingly being used and appear to correlate with RV enlargement and dysfunction.
5.9. Summary of Recommendations

Successful prognostication of survival is crucial in planning appropriate therapeutic measures including aggressive medical therapy and transplantation, and should encompass multiple variables. The most conclusive data are available for IPAH, and limited data are available for associated forms of PAH. Important prognostic variables are summarized in Table 2 (PAH: Determinants of Prognosis) (99). While this table is meant to provide guidance, in many instances, the same patient may have a high-risk finding, a low-risk finding, and/or a finding between the 2. This scheme allows for latitude in the composite assessment of an individual patient by the experienced physician.

6. Screening and Diagnostic and Hemodynamic Assessment

6.1. Definition of Pulmonary Hypertension

The term PH refers to the presence of abnormally high pulmonary vascular pressure. PAH is a category of PH (Venice Group 1) (Table 1) (32); the 2 terms are not synonymous. The conventional definition of PAH used in clinical studies includes an mPAP of greater than 25 mm Hg at rest in the setting of a normal pulmonary arterial wedge pressure of 15 mm Hg or less with a PVR greater than 3 Wood units. Patients enrolled in the NIH registry of primary PH (now IPAH) in the 1980s had the following hemodynamic characteristics: an mPAP of 60 plus or minus 18 mm Hg, cardiac index of 2.3 minus 0.9 L/min/m², and pulmonary arterial wedge pressure of 8 plus or minus 4 mm Hg (10). This hemodynamic definition has subsequently been applied in enrollment requirements in virtually every randomized clinical treatment trial along with additional criteria including functional classification and 6MW test to ensure that a relatively advanced stage of disease was studied.

6.2. Diagnostic Strategy

The diagnostic strategy for PH depends on the context in which it is employed: 1) detection of a substrate in which the likelihood of a pulmonary vasculopathy may be heightened; 2) discovery of the presence of PH; 3) classification of the type of PH; 4) confirmation of the presence of suspected PH; and 5) determination of an appropriate treatment category. The approach to diagnosis has been previously outlined (3). The general strategy for assessment is shown in Figure 3.

SUBSTRATE RECOGNITION

Certain medical conditions and genetic susceptibilities are recognized as predisposing a person to the development of PAH, and were reviewed in Section 4 of this document. Risk factors for PAH and consensus screening guidelines are displayed in Table 3.

DISCOVERY OF PULMONARY HYPERTENSION

A discovery strategy is required for patients who are at risk of having PH, including those with genetic substrates, risk factors, or suggestive symptoms or physical examination findings. The most common presenting symptoms of PH include dyspnea on exertion, fatigue, chest pain, syncope, palpitations, and lower extremity edema. Common physical examination findings are displayed in Table 4 (100). The CXR and ECG may display markers suggestive of PH that bear further evaluation (Figure 4).

6.3. Echocardiography

If PH is suspected based on the history, risk factor assessment, and physical examination, an echocardiogram is the next appropriate study. The Doppler echocardiogram can simultaneously provide an estimate of RV systolic pressure, functional and morphologic cardiac sequelae of PH, and identification of possible cardiac causes of PH. Common echocardiographic findings of PAH are featured in Figure 5. In the absence of other potential etiologies of PH, such as left heart disease or advanced lung disease, an estimated RV
systolic pressure of greater than 40 mm Hg generally warrants further evaluation in the patient with unexplained dyspnea. Additionally, other echocardiographic findings, including RA or RV enlargement or intraventricular septal flattening, may also trigger further evaluation. Echocardiography can also identify coexistent abnormalities that do not themselves cause PAH but support a specific diagnosis (Table 5), although many of these findings lack specificity.

The spectral Doppler profile of TR is too weak or insufficient to measure the RV to RA pressure gradient in approximately 10% to 25% of patients with PH referred for evaluation (101,102). When this problem is encountered, the spectral TR signal can be enhanced by intravenous bolus contrast agents that are indicated for use to enhance the LV endocardial borders. Very small amounts of these agents are required for Doppler enhancement, and encapsulated agents should be used with caution in patients with severe pulmonary vascular disease (102a). In these instances, the presence of right heart chamber enlargement or septal flattening suggests elevated right heart pressures.

6.4. Exercise Echocardiography

While hemodynamics are most often measured at rest, patients usually experience dyspnea with exercise, leading to an interest in the utility of exercise echocardiography to detect “exercise-induced PH.” Exercise echocardiography is challenging both to perform and interpret and is generally used in a research setting. It may not be possible to discern by echocardiography alone to what extent elevated left heart filling pressure might contribute to “exercise-induced PH” in an individual patient. The consensus is that no treatment decisions can be made on the basis of exercise-induced PH alone.

6.5. Newer Imaging Techniques in the Diagnostic Assessment of Pulmonary Hypertension

There is considerable interest in the utilization of newer imaging techniques in the assessment of patients with PH. Computed tomography (CT) and MR imaging techniques...
are being explored to assess RV mass, volumes, and function, and in the area of chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH). Promising MR markers of PAH include change in the ratio of septal curvature, RV ejection fraction, RV volume, noninvasively measured cardiac index, and delayed hyperenhancement (measured using gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging) (93).

**CLASSIFICATION**

In most cases, PH is discovered during evaluation for symptoms (dyspnea, fatigue, chest pain, syncope, or edema). Once suspected, based on echocardiographic criteria, a search for a potential underlying association or cause must be undertaken in order to treat the PH appropriately and advise regarding prognosis and adjunctive therapy. At the outset, all causes of PAH (Group 1) and non-PAH (Groups 2 to 5) PH must be considered. The algorithm in Figure 3 reflects the fact that both appropriate assessment for underlying cause (Table 1) as well as the hemodynamic pattern (see the following text) are required.

It is important to exclude other disorders that cause PH during the diagnostic evaluation, as etiology of PH dictates treatment. While much of the evaluation is self-evident in Figure 3, special emphasis on excluding CTEPH is appropriate. Approximately 3% to 4% of those who experience an acute pulmonary embolus (PE) do not fully resolve the thrombus burden, despite anticoagulation, and go on to develop CTEPH (103). On the other hand, one half of those patients who are ultimately diagnosed with CTEPH do not give a history of an acute PE. CTEPH has recently been reviewed (104). The screening test of choice to exclude CTEPH in the patient with otherwise unexplained dyspnea and PH is the radionuclide perfusion scan. A normal or very low probability scan essentially excludes CTEPH, and a high probability scan warrants further evaluation with a pulmonary angiogram. Clinical judgment is required for those with a nondiagnostic scan, and based on the clinical suspicion and presence of underlying parenchymal lung disease, further evaluation may be warranted. At the current time, spiral or PE protocol CT, while excellent for excluding an acute PE in the appropriate clinical setting, is less sensitive than the perfusion scan to exclude CTEPH. It is important to rule out CTEPH even in those with an underlying risk factor for PAH, such as the scleroderma spectrum of diseases population, as the therapeutic implications of the diagnosis are substantial. In some patients, such as those with parenchymal lung disease and a low likelihood of CTEPH, the perfusion scan may be difficult to interpret and a PE protocol CT may be useful. CT is also useful to determine the extent of parenchymal lung disease. With advances in technol-

---

**Table 3. Approach Following Substrate Recognition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Further Assessment</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMPR2 mutation</td>
<td>Echocardiogram yearly; RHC if echocardiogram demonstrates evidence of PAH (high right ventricular systolic pressure or right heart chamber enlargement)</td>
<td>Early detection of PAH; 20% chance of developing PAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st degree relative of patient with BMPR2 mutation or within pedigree of 2 or more patients with a diagnosis of PAH</td>
<td>Genetic counseling and recommendation for BMPR2 genotyping; proceed as above if positive</td>
<td>Autosomal dominant transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic sclerosis</td>
<td>Echocardiogram yearly; RHC if echocardiogram demonstrates evidence of PAH (high right ventricular systolic pressure or right heart chamber enlargement)</td>
<td>About 8% (by RHC) ~ 27% (by echocardiogram screening) prevalence of PAH in systemic sclerosis (27,78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV infection</td>
<td>Echocardiogram if symptoms or signs suggestive of PAH; RHC if echo demonstrates evidence of PAH (high right ventricular systolic pressure or right heart chamber enlargement)</td>
<td>0.5% prevalence of PAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portal hypertension</td>
<td>Echocardiogram if OLT considered; RHC if echocardiogram demonstrates evidence of PAH (high right ventricular systolic pressure or right heart chamber enlargement)</td>
<td>4% prevalence of PAH in candidates for OLT; PAH is predictive of poor OLT outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior appetite suppressant use (fenfluramine)</td>
<td>Echocardiogram only if symptomatic</td>
<td>Incidence of PAH is approximately 0.005% if agent used greater than 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital heart disease with shunt</td>
<td>Echocardiogram and RHC at time of diagnosis; consider repair of defect if significant L-R shunt present</td>
<td>High probability of PAH developing in unrepaired shunt (Eisenmenger syndrome)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent acute pulmonary embolism</td>
<td>Ventilation-perfusion (V/Q) scintigraphy 3 months after event if symptomatic; pulmonary angiogram if positive</td>
<td>3% risk of chronic thromboembolic PH; negative VQ scan excludes chronic thromboembolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickle cell disease</td>
<td>Echocardiogram yearly; RHC if echocardiogram demonstrates evidence of PAH (high right ventricular systolic pressure or right heart chamber enlargement)</td>
<td>Increased mortality if PH present, early detection of PH, 30% develop PH, about 10% develop PAH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMPR2 indicates bone morphogenic protein receptor 2; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; L-R, left to right; OLT, orthotopic liver transplantation; PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; and RHC, right heart catheterization.
ogy, PE protocol CT may replace perfusion scanning to screen for CTEPH in the future.

**CONFIRMATION**

Although Doppler echocardiography and associated findings may suggest the presence of PH, RHC (with an accurate assessment of PVR) is required to confirm the diagnosis and to define the hemodynamic profile in greater detail and accuracy.

### 6.6. Invasive Hemodynamic Assessment

Careful invasive assessment of pulmonary hemodynamics is pivotal in the evaluation of any patient with suspected PAH. The utility of RHC is dependent on the accuracy and completeness of the data obtained. Essential components of the RHC are summarized in Table 6.

Many of the causes of elevated PA pressure (PH) are not caused by pulmonary vascular pathology. For example, PH commonly occurs with high transpulmonary flow in the setting of exercise, anemia, pregnancy, sepsis, portopulmonary syndrome, or thyrotoxicosis. In these conditions, the pulmonary vascular bed is anatomically normal and the PH resolves when the cardiac output returns to normal levels. The transpulmonary gradient (PAP mean-wedge) is significantly elevated in PAH patients, but not in patients whose PH is due to increased cardiac output, left heart myocardial, or valvular disease. There is a small subset of the patients with diseases causing passive PH who have a disproportionate elevation of PVR (identified somewhat arbitrarily by PVR greater than 3 Wood units and a transpulmonary gradient greater than 20 mm Hg) (see Section 9, Non-Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Pulmonary Hypertension Populations).

It was the committee’s majority opinion that diagnostic criteria for PAH stated in several recent guidelines should
be clarified as requiring elevated PVR as opposed to simply an elevated mPAP in the setting of a normal left heart filling pressure (105,106). PVR is a more robust diagnostic criterion for PAH because it reflects the influence of transpulmonary gradient and cardiac output and is only elevated if the vascular obstruction occurs within the precapillary pulmonary circulation. PVR is a useful measure to apply to patients with increased mPAP. PVR distinguishes passive PH (elevated mPAP, normal PVR) from PH caused by pulmonary vascular disease (elevated mPAP, elevated PVR). By definition, PVR and mPAP are both elevated in PAH. However, PVR can also be elevated in patients with valve disease or LV disease (some of whom have an element of pulmonary artery disease, in addition to passive PH). PAH remains a diagnosis of exclusion. After excluding lung disease, thromboembolic disease, LV disease, or valve disease, the diagnostic criteria for PAH requires both a mPAP greater than 25 mm Hg and a PVR greater than 3 Wood units. In such a setting, PAH is the most likely cause of the PH. Invasive hemodynamic studies are essential to establish a correct diagnosis: therefore, the committee cautions against over-reliance on noninvasive, echocardiographically derived estimates of PAP. If one considers a general cardiology population, PAP will be elevated much more often due to left heart diseases (systolic or diastolic dysfunction) or valvular disease than by true pulmonary vascular disease. It was the minority opinion that the requirement for an elevation in PVR greater than 3 Wood units not be included as a component of the hemodynamic definition of PAH. These committee members cited primarily high flow conditions as potential exceptions to this definition, including uncorrected CHD, sickle cell disease, and portopulmonary hypertension. At certain stages of these disorders, some patients might have elevated mPAP, but a normal PVR due to a high cardiac output, yet have pulmonary vascular disease histologically. Ultimately, it may be proposed that elevated PAP alone is sufficient to diagnosis PH, whereas PVR must be included to diagnose PAH.

6.7. Right Heart Catheterization

Some patients initially suspected of having PAH will not require catheterization, having had an alternative diagnosis established by noninvasive testing. However, all patients that are still suspected of having PAH after noninvasive evaluation should undergo RHC prior to initiation of therapy. The utility of RHC is dependent on the accuracy and completeness of the data obtained. The sequence in this diagnostic algorithm, with the RHC reserved for those who after noninvasive screening are considered “probable PAH patients,” allows the procedure to be focused on measuring PAP, calculating PVR, and performing vasodilator testing. While RHC remains the gold standard assessment of hemodynamics in PH, most often, measurements are made with the patient at rest, and may not reflect the true extent...
of hemodynamic compromise. Exercise RHC is technically difficult, both to perform and interpret, and while not used routinely in most clinical settings, is an area of active investigation.

6.8. Components of an Optimal Invasive Evaluation

The rigorous diagnosis of PAH in the catheterization laboratory should include wedging a balloon flotation catheter in several segments of the pulmonary vasculature. Measurement of the wedge pressure, a surrogate for left atrial pressure in the absence of pulmonary vein obstruction, is useful to exclude PH due to left heart diseases; the wedge pressure may be normal in some segments in pulmonary veno-oclusive disease. The wedge pressure should be measured at end-expiration of a spontaneous respiratory cycle. If an optimal wedge pressure tracing cannot be obtained, or if there is any question about the accuracy of the wedge pressure tracing, a measurement of LV end-diastolic pressure should be obtained. As PCWP measurements are sometimes inaccurate, a direct measurement of LVEDP is recommended in patients in whom left heart disease is the likely etiology, such as those with symptoms of orthopnea or associated risk factors. Thermodilution cardiac output, if results are consistent when measured in triplicate, can be adequate in PAH patients, provided there is not severe tricuspid regurgitation or an intracardiac shunt. Indeed, there are data suggesting that even in the presence of low cardiac output and significant tricuspid regurgitation the thermodilution technique correlates well with the Fick technique in patients with PH (107). However, because severe tricuspid regurgitation is not uncommon in PAH, a Fick determination of cardiac output may be required. Potential errors related to the Fick measurement include assumptions and inaccurate measurements of oxygen consumption. Without a reliable measure of cardiac output, the ability to calculate PVR and to interpret acute vasodilator testing is compromised.

Table 5. Causes for PH Identified by Echocardiography

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions That Predispose to Pulmonary Hypertension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Congenital or acquired valvular disease (MR, MS, AS, prosthetic valve dysfunction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Left ventricular systolic dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Impaired left ventricular diastolic function (hypertensive heart disease, HCM, Fabry’s disease, infiltrative cardiomyopathies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other obstructive lesions (coarctation, supravalvular AS, subaortic membrane, cor triatriatum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Congenital disease with shunt (ASD, VSD, coronary fistula, patent ductus arteriosus, anomalous pulmonary venous return)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pulmonary embolus (thrombus in IVC, right-sided cardiac chamber, or PA; tricuspid or pulmonic valve vegetation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pulmonary vein thrombosis/stenosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings That Suggest Specific Disease Entity

- Left-sided valve changes (SLE, anorexigen use)
- Intra-pulmonary shunts (hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia)
- Pericardial effusion (IPAH, SLE, systemic sclerosis)

Table 6. Essential Components of Invasive Hemodynamic Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxygen saturations (SVC, IVC, RV, PA, SA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right atrial pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right ventricular pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary artery pressure, systolic, diastolic, mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary arterial wedge pressure, left atrial pressure, or left ventricular end-diastolic pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac output/index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary vascular resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to acute vasodilator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AS indicates aortic stenosis; ASD, atrial septal defect; HCM, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; IPAH, idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension; IVC, inferior vena cava; MR, mitral regurgitation; MS, mitral stenosis; PA, pulmonary artery; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; and VSD, ventricular septal defect.
Table 7. Agents for Acute Vasodilator Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route of Administration</th>
<th>Epoprostenol</th>
<th>Adenosine</th>
<th>Nitric Oxide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intravenous infusion</td>
<td>Intravenous infusion</td>
<td>Inhaled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose Titration</td>
<td>2 ng/kg/min every 10 to 15 min</td>
<td>50 mcg/kg/min every 2 min</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose Range</td>
<td>2 to 10 ng/kg/min</td>
<td>50 to 250 mcg/kg/min</td>
<td>10 to 80 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Effects</td>
<td>Headache, nausea, lightheadedness</td>
<td>Dyspnea, chest pain, AV block</td>
<td>Increased left heart filling pressure in susceptible patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AV indicates atrioventricular.

6.9. Safety of Heart Catheterization

Although RHC and pulmonary angiography are invasive, they can be performed safely by experienced operators even in patients with severe PH and right heart failure. A recent study retrospectively reviewed over 5,000 RHC procedures and prospectively collected an additional 1,500 procedures, for a total of 7,218 RHC procedures performed at 20 major pulmonary vascular centers over a 5-year period (108). The results from the retrospective and the prospective analyses were almost identical. Overall, 76 (1.1%) serious events were reported. The most frequent complications were related to venous access (e.g., hematoma, pneumothorax), followed by arrhythmias and hypotensive episodes related to vagal reactions or pulmonary vasoreactivity testing. The vast majority of these complications were mild to moderate in intensity and resolved either spontaneously or after appropriate intervention. Four fatal events were recorded in association with any of the catheter procedures, only 1 of which was directly related to the performance of the procedure, resulting in an overall procedure-related mortality of 0.05%.

6.10. Spontaneous Variability in Pulmonary Artery Pressure

Vascular pressure measurements obtained during RHC may be influenced by ventilation in 2 ways that must be considered in the interpretation of hemodynamic variables: 1) normal fluctuations in PAP and flow that occur as a function of phasic, dynamic changes during breathing; and 2) larger, partly artifactual swings in pressure that may occur during exercise, hyperventilation, valsalva, or in the setting of chronic lung disease. The normal decrease in intrathoracic pressure that is caused by inspiration slightly reduces PAP relative to atmospheric pressure and increases venous return to the right heart, resulting in an increase in pulmonary blood flow. With passive exhalation, intrathoracic pressure approaches atmospheric pressure. These effects in normal individuals are small, but become accentuated during assisted ventilation or in patients with lung disease. Our consensus was that physicians can reduce variability by consistently measuring pressures over 2 to 3 respiratory cycles at end-exhalation when intrathoracic pressure is closest to atmospheric.

6.11. Ambulatory Measurement of Pulmonary Hemodynamics

Despite the “definitive” role of RHC, the procedure is carried out under artificial conditions that may not reflect pulmonary hemodynamic conditions during the patients’ daily lives. Thus, using a single value for a hemodynamic parameter as a baseline assessment of disease that is known to progress or against which to judge the effects of therapy risks mistaking spontaneous variability for a meaningful difference (or lack of difference). Ongoing investigation of an implantable monitor that provides continuous RV and PA hemodynamics (109,110) may provide a more reliable means of assessing the course of selected patients (111).


The rationale for vasodilator testing in the diagnostic evaluation of PAH patients is based on 2 factors: 1) acute vasodilator responsiveness identifies patients with a better prognosis; and 2) responders are more likely to have a sustained beneficial response to oral calcium channel blockers than nonresponders and could be treated with these less expensive drugs (84,112).

6.13. Agents for Acute Vasodilator Testing

Acute vasodilator testing is usually performed during the same procedure as the diagnostic catheterization. The ideal vasodilator agent for PAH is selective for the pulmonary circulation and has rapid onset and offset of effect. Acute vasodilator testing is most commonly performed using iNO (113), intravenous epoprostenol (114), or intravenous adenosine (115) (Table 7). Although there is no evidence-based guideline for selection of vasodilators, it is our consensus that iNO is the preferred vasodilator, while intravenous epoprostenol and intravenous adenosine are acceptable alternatives. The optimal dose of iNO has not been established by a clinical trial. However, in clinical practice, it is common to use doses of 20 to 40 ppm for 5 minutes. Repeat hemodynamics should be obtained while on iNO and it may then be discontinued, without weaning, after the hemodynamic data are obtained. The choice of vasodilator remains one of operator preference; however, one should not use calcium channel blockers, sodium nitroprusside, or nitrates for acute vasodilator testing as the safety and efficacy of these agents for acute vasodilator testing has not been established in PAH patients.

6.14. Definition of Responders to Acute Vasodilator Testing in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

The definition of a “positive” response is controversial. Using the definition of a positive response as a 20% fall in both PAP and PVR with either intravenous epoprostenol or...
6.15. Vasodilator Testing in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Subsets

The best data supporting the use of acute vasodilator testing to determine prognosis comes from IPAH patients. Limited data exist, but suggest that responders to vasodilators are rare among other groups, including those with the BMPR2 genotype (118) anorexigen induced PAH (119), and those with scleroderma spectrum of diseases (120). Caution is required in testing patients with concomitant LV disease, as pulmonary edema in response to iNO or epoprostenol has been reported in patients with stable heart failure due to left heart disease (121) or with pulmonary venoocclusive disease, possibly relating to vasodilatation and flooding of the capillary bed in response to a highly selective arterial vasodilator.

DETERMINING TREATMENT

In general, distinguishing optimal treatment strategies broadly depends on the diagnostic categories, hemodynamics, severity of the disease, and associated findings. (See Section 6.15.)

6.16. Summary

We recommend the following, with respect to diagnostic assessment for PH:

1. Certain individuals with predisposing risk factors warrant periodic screening for PAH (Table 3).
2. Patients in whom there is an index of suspicion of PH based on history, risk factor assessment, physical examination, CXR, and ECG warrant further evaluation.
3. The most appropriate initial study to evaluate patients in whom PH is suspected is a Doppler echocardiogram.
4. Evaluation for other etiologies of PH, for example, CTEPH, is appropriate in all instances (Figure 3).
5. The diagnosis of PAH requires confirmation by a complete RHC. The hemodynamic definition of PAH is an mPAP greater than 25 mm Hg, a PCWP/LAP/LVEDP less than or equal to 15 mm Hg, and a PVR greater than 3 Wood units.
6. Acute vasodilator testing should be performed in all IPAH patients who might be considered potential candidates for long-term therapy with oral calcium channel blockers. IPAH patients in whom chronic calcium channel blocker therapy would not be considered, such as those with overt right heart failure or hemodynamic instability, need not undergo acute vasodilator testing.
7. Acute vasodilator testing should be performed at centers experienced in the administration of these agents and in the interpretation of the results.
8. The definition of an acute response that may warrant initiation of long-term therapy with oral calcium channel blockers is a decrease in mPAP of at least 10 mm Hg to an absolute level of less than 40 mm Hg without a decrease in cardiac output (105,117). While the sensitivity of these criteria are insufficient to capture all patients who may be responsive to long-term calcium channel blocker therapy, they are sufficiently specific to identify patients who are unlikely to benefit from this form of therapy and for whom other treatments are appropriate. There are little data on which to make recommendations in the patient with an mPAP less than 40 mm Hg at baseline. In the event that such a patient had a substantial (less than 20%) reduction in mPAP in the setting of a normal cardiac output, it would be reasonable to administer a trial of calcium channel blockers and assess the clinical response.
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cess. Treatment algorithms have been formulated by the ACCP, the European Society of Cardiology, and a panel of experts who convened at the Third World Symposium on Pulmonary Hypertension held in Venice, Italy, in 2003 (105,117,122). Notably, the clinical data on which these algorithms are based were conducted primarily in patients with IPAH and PAH related to connective tissue disease and anorexigen. A smaller number of trials have also included PAH related to CHD and HIV. These clinical trial data cannot necessarily be extrapolated to those with other types of PH, including those related to left heart disease and hypoxemic lung disease, or other types of WHO Group I PAH.

Treatment goals in PAH patients are numerous. Improving the patients symptoms, which commonly include dyspnea, is paramount. Enhancing functional capacity, measured objectively by an assessment of exercise endurance such as the 6MW or a cardiopulmonary exercise test, is also a treatment objective. Given the severe hemodynamic derangements in PAH, lowering PAP and normalizing cardiac output are important treatment goals. Another important goal is to reverse or at least prevent progression of the disease, that is, prevent the need for more therapies, hospitalization, and lung transplantation. Last, we strive to improve survival, which, while important, is rarely an end point in clinical trials of PAH treatment due to the small number of patients and limited duration of the trials.

7.1. General Measures

While limited data exist on which to base recommendations regarding exercise, we encourage low level graded aerobic exercise, such as walking, as tolerated. Intensive exercise training was studied in a randomized fashion in 30 patients who were stable on disease-targeted medical therapy. After 15 weeks, those who received exercise training demonstrated improvements in 6MW test, quality of life, functional class, and peak oxygen consumption (123). Patients are advised to avoid heavy physical exertion or isometric exercise (straining against a fixed resistance) as this may evoke exertional syncope. Exposure to high altitudes may contribute to hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction and may not be well tolerated. Similarly, some patients may require oxygen on commercial aircraft. While there are no data from controlled trials, we recommend that patients with a preflight pulse oximetry saturation of less than 92% should receive supplemental oxygen (124). A sodium restricted diet (less than 2,400 mg per day) is advised and is particularly important to manage volume status in patients with RV failure. Routine immunizations, such as those against influenza and pneumococcal pneumonia, are advised.

The hemodynamic fluctuations of pregnancy, labor, delivery, and the postpartum period are potentially devastating in PAH patients. Some series have demonstrated a 30% to 50% maternal mortality rate (125). Current guidelines recommend that pregnancy be avoided or terminated early in women with PAH (117). It is important to discuss effective methods of birth control with women with PAH of child-bearing potential, although the preferred method is not clear. While estrogen-containing contraceptives may increase risk of venous thromboembolism, currently available lower-dose preparations with concurrent warfarin anticoagulation are a reasonable option. Surgical sterilization and barrier methods are also alternatives.

7.2. Background Therapy

Several agents are commonly used in the treatment of PAH despite relatively little controlled trial data. Anticoagulants have been studied in 3 noncontrolled observational series in patients with primarily IPAH, 1 prospective and 2 retrospective (83,85,126). An improvement in survival with warfarin anticoagulation has been observed. Per our committee’s consensus, we recommend warfarin anticoagulation in IPAH patients titrated to an international normalized ratio of 1.5 to 2.5. Few data exist to guide recommendations for patients with associated forms of PAH. We recommend anticoagulation in such patients with more advanced disease, such as those on continuous intravenous therapy, in the absence of contraindications. Diuretics are indicated to manage RV volume overload, which is commonly manifest as elevated jugular venous pressure, lower extremity edema, and abdominal distention. In some cases, intravenous diuretics are required. Serum electrolytes and renal function should be closely monitored. As hypoxemia is a potent pulmonary vasconstrictor, most experts recommend oxygen supplementation to maintain oxygen saturation above 90%. There are few data pertaining to the use of digoxin in PAH. One acute study demonstrated that the administration of intravenous digoxin in IPAH patients produced a modest increase in cardiac output and a reduction in circulating norepinephrine levels, although longer-term data are not available (127). Digoxin is sometimes used in those patients with right heart failure and a low cardiac output and in patients with atrial arrhythmias.

7.3. Calcium Channel Blockers

The enthusiasm for the use of calcium channel blockers in IPAH dates back to 1992 with the publication of a study that demonstrated 95% 5-year survival in a very select group of patients with IPAH who exhibited an acute vasodilator response to calcium channel blockers (83). More recent data regarding vasodilator testing were discussed previously (Section 6). The current consensus definition of a response is now defined as a fall in mPAP of greater than or equal to 10 mm Hg, to an mPAP less than or equal to 40 mm Hg, with an unchanged or increased cardiac output. While many experts also perform vasodilator testing on patients with associated forms of PAH, true responders are very uncommon. Patients who meet these criteria may be treated with calcium channel blockers and should be followed closely for both safety and efficacy of calcium channel blocker therapy. If a patient who meets the definition of an acute response does not improve to functional class I or II on calcium...
channel blocker therapy, the patient should not be considered a chronic responder, and alternative or additional PAH therapy should be instituted. Long acting nifedipine, diltiazem, or amlodipine are the most commonly used calcium channel blockers. Due to its potential negative inotropic effects, verapamil should be avoided.

### 7.4. Prostanoids

As previously discussed, prostacyclin synthase is reduced in PAH patients, resulting in inadequate production of prostacyclin, a vasodilator with antiproliferative effects. Administering prostanoids has been a mainstay of PAH therapy for more than a decade. There are currently 3 commercially available prostanoids: epoprostenol, treprostinil, and iloprost.

### 7.5. Epoprostenol

Intravenous epoprostenol improves functional class, exercise tolerance, hemodynamics, and survival in IPAH. An open label, randomized trial of 81 functional class III and IV IPAH patients demonstrated significant improvements in the primary end point of 6MW test (32 m increase with epoprostenol versus 15 m decrease with conventional therapy alone, placebo-corrected change of 47 m) and in secondary end points including hemodynamics and quality of life (76). Eight patients, all of whom were randomized to conventional therapy alone, died over the course of the 12-week trial, suggesting a survival benefit of the drug (p = 0.003). Longer-term observational studies have confirmed the chronic benefits of intravenous epoprostenol in IPAH patients. In a series of 178 functional class III and IV IPAH patients, Sitbon et al. (78) reported improved survival with intravenous epoprostenol compared to historical controls with 1-, 2-, 3-, and 5-year survival rates of 85%, 70%, 63%, and 55%, respectively. Similarly, in a series of 162 functional class III and IV patients, intravenous epoprostenol resulted in improved survival as compared with the predicted survival based on the NIH equation with 1-, 2-, 3-, and 5-year survival rates of 88%, 76%, 63%, and 56%, respectively (77). Improvements in functional class, exercise endurance, and hemodynamics were noted in both of these observational studies.

Intravenous epoprostenol has also been evaluated in PAH associated with the scleroderma spectrum of diseases. A multicenter, open label, randomized trial demonstrated marked improvements in exercise endurance (median change +46 m with epoprostenol, −48 m with conventional therapy alone) and hemodynamics, but no effect on mortality after 12 weeks of therapy (80). Observational series have also reported favorable effects of intravenous epoprostenol in patients with numerous forms of associated PAH (72,79,128–131).

Epoprostenol must be delivered by continuous intravenous infusion. Each patient must learn the techniques of sterile preparation of the medication, operation of the ambulatory infusion pump, and care of the central venous catheter. Intravenous epoprostenol is commonly started in the hospital at a dose of 2 ng/kg/min and the dose is further adjusted up based on symptoms of PAH and side effects of the drug. While the dosing must be highly individualized, most experts believe that the optimal dose range for chronic therapy is between 25 and 40 ng/kg/min for most adult patients, when used as monotherapy. Chronic overdose sometimes results in high cardiac output failure, and the long-term consequences of this are unknown and may be detrimental (132). Common side effects include headache, jaw pain, flushing, nausea, diarrhea, skin rash, and musculoskeletal pain. Infections and infusion interruptions can be life-threatening. Given its considerable complexity, epoprostenol use should be limited to centers experienced with its administration and with systematic follow-up of patients.

### 7.6. Treprostinil

Treprostinil is a stable prostanoid with an elimination half life of about 4.5 hours that was first studied using subcutaneous administration during a 12-week, placebo controlled, multicenter, randomized trial of 470 patients with functional class II, III, or IV PAH (IPAH, connective tissue disease of CHD related) (133,134). Subcutaneous treprostinil resulted in a modest but statistically significant between treatment group median increase of 16 m of the 6MW test, which was dose related. The change in 6MW test was a result of improvement in the group receiving treprostinil, and there was no change in 6MW test in the placebo group. Adverse effects included pain or erythema at the site of the subcutaneous infusion in 85% of patients. Other common side effects include headache, diarrhea, rash, and nausea. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved subcutaneous treprostinil in 2002 for use in functional class II, III, and IV PAH.

More recently, intravenous treprostinil has been studied in an open label, uncontrolled fashion. Tapson et al. (135) reported an 82 m improvement (from 319 plus or minus 22 m to 400 plus or minus 26 m, p = 0.001) of 6MW test in 16 functional class III or IV PAH patients treated with intravenous treprostinil as monotherapy. In a similar open label trial, Gomberg-Maitland et al. (136) transitioned 31 functional class II and III PAH patients from intravenous epoprostenol to intravenous treprostinil. Twenty-seven patients completed the transition, and 4 were transitioned back to epoprostenol. Exercise endurance as measured by the 6MW test was maintained among the patients completing the transition (438 plus or minus 16 m at baseline, 439 plus or minus 16 m at week 12), although there was a modest increase in PAP and decrease in CI. Notably, the dose of intravenous treprostinil at the end of 12 weeks was more than twice the dose of intravenous epoprostenol at the start of the study (83 ng/kg/min versus 40 ng/kg/min). In 2004, the FDA approved the use of intravenous treprostinil in functional class II, III, and IV PAH patients in whom subcutaneous infusion is not tolerated. Intravenous treprostinil has a side effect profile similar to intravenous epopro-
stitol. A Centers for Disease Control and Prevention report recently raised the concern for an increased risk of bloodstream infections, particularly with gram-negative organisms, in patients receiving intravenous treprostinil (137). Catheter infections can be life threatening. The overall infection rate with treprostinil was significantly greater than that of epoprostenol (incidence ratio 2.57, 95% confidence interval: 1.81 to 3.64), with a higher rate of gram-negative bacteremia. There was considerable variability from one site to another. Inclusion of the index site that made the initial observation, the retrospective nature of the study, and site to site variation, with some just including treprostinil patients as opposed to both epoprostenol and treprostinil, are among the limitations of this observation. This finding has led to revised recommendations regarding catheter care (138). Clinically, it also highlights the importance in the choice of empiric antibiotics in those suspected of having a bloodstream infection. Investigational trials with both inhaled and oral formulations of treprostinil are ongoing. Given the complexity of administration of both intravenous and subcutaneous treprostinil, administration should be limited to centers with experience with this agent.

7.7. Iloprost
Iloprost is a prostaglandin that can be delivered by an adaptive aerosol device that has been studied in a 12-week, multicenter, placebo-controlled, randomized trial of 207 functional class III and IV patients with either IPAH, PAH associated with scleroderma spectrum of diseases or appetite suppressants, or PH related to inoperable chronic thromboembolic disease (139). This study utilized a novel composite end point of improvement in functional class by at least 1 level and improvement in 6MW test by at least 10% in the absence of clinical deterioration. The combined clinical end point was met by 16.8% of those receiving inhaled iloprost compared to 4.9% of those receiving placebo (p = 0.007). The treatment effect on the 6MW test was a mean increase of 36 m in favor of iloprost (p = 0.004). This was attributable to both an improvement in the iloprost group and a deterioration in the placebo group. Longer-term outcomes with iloprost monotherapy are conflicting. In a study of 24 iloprost-treated IPAH patients, Hoeper et al. (140) reported sustained benefits in exercise capacity and hemodynamics at 1 year. More recently, Opitz et al. (141) reported event-free survival rates of 53%, 29%, and 20% at 1, 2, and 3 years, respectively, in IPAH patients treated with iloprost monotherapy. Common side effects of inhaled iloprost include cough, headache, flushing, and jaw pain. Iloprost was approved by the FDA in 2004 for functional class III and IV PAH.

7.8. Endothelin Receptor Antagonists
Endothelin-1 is a vasoconstrictor and a smooth muscle mitogen that may contribute to the development of PAH. Attempting to treat PAH by endothelin receptor blockade is a promising approach supported by evidence of the pathogenic role of endothelin-1 in PAH, as discussed in Section 3.

7.9. Bosentan
In an initial effort to evaluate bosentan in PAH, a relatively small, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter study of 32 functional classes III or IV IPAH or scleroderma spectrum of diseases associated patients PAH were randomized to receive bosentan versus placebo (2:1 ratio) (142). After 12 weeks, the 6MW test improved by 70 m (from 360 plus or minus 19 m at baseline to 430 plus or minus 14 m at week 12; p < 0.05) in the bosentan arm, whereas no improvement was seen with placebo (355 plus or minus 25 m at baseline and 349 plus or minus 44 m at week 12). The median change from baseline was 51 m with bosentan versus −6 m with placebo. The mean difference between treatment arms in the 6MW test was 76 plus or minus 31 m (mean plus or minus SEM) in favor of bosentan (95% confidence interval: 12 to 139; p = 0.021). Bosentan improved cardiac index and reduced mPAP and PVR. Functional class improved in patients treated with bosentan.

A second double-blind, placebo-controlled study evaluated bosentan in 213 patients with WHO functional classes III to IV PAH (either idiopathic or associated with connective tissue disease) who were randomized to placebo or bosentan 125 or 250 mg twice daily for a minimum of 16 weeks (62.5 mg twice daily for 4 weeks, then target dose) (143). The primary end point was change in exercise capacity (assessed by 6MW test), and secondary end points included changes in Borg dyspnea index, WHO functional class, and time from randomization to clinical worsening. After 16 weeks, bosentan improved the 6MW test by 36 m, whereas deterioration (−8 m) was seen with placebo, and the difference between treatment groups in the mean change in 6MW test was 44 m in favor of bosentan (95% confidence interval: 21 to 67 m, p = 0.0002). No dose response for efficacy could be ascertained, although the placebo-corrected improvement in 6MW test for the currently FDA-approved dose of 125 mg twice daily was 35 m. This study was the first to assess time to clinical worsening, a composite morbidity and mortality end point. Time to clinical worsening was defined in this study as time to death, lung transplantation, hospitalization for PH, lack of clinical improvement or worsening leading to discontinuation, need for epoprostenol therapy, or atrial septostomy. The risk of clinical worsening was reduced by bosentan compared with placebo (p = 0.0015). Abnormal hepatic function (as indicated by elevated levels of alanine aminotransferase and/or aspartate aminotransferase), syncope, and flushing occurred more frequently in the bosentan group. Abnormal hepatic function was dose-dependent, being more frequently reported as an adverse event in the high dosage bosentan group (250 mg twice daily) than in the low dosage group (125 mg twice daily) (14% versus 5%, respectively).

Longer-term data regarding bosentan therapy have been more recently published. McLaughlin et al. (82) reported
that open label, first-line therapy with bosentan, with the addition or transition to other therapy as needed, resulted in Kaplan-Meier survival estimates of 96% at 12 months and 89% at 24 months. At the end of 12 and 24 months, 85% and 70% of patients, respectively, remained alive and on bosentan monotherapy. Similar survival rates of 90% and 87% at 1 and 2 years were reported in a single center retrospective analysis (144). However, based on predefined clinical criteria, 44% of patients required prostanoid therapy during follow up. Sitbon et al. (145) compared open label survival in functional class III IPAH treated with bosentan with historical data from similar patients treated with epoprostenol. Baseline characteristics for the 139 patients treated with bosentan and the 346 patients treated with epoprostenol suggested that the epoprostenol cohort had more severe disease. Kaplan-Meier survival estimates after 1 and 2 years were 97% and 91%, respectively, in the bosentan-treated cohort and 91% and 84% in the epoprostenol cohort.

Bosentan therapy has also been evaluated by Galie et al. (146) in a multicenter, double-blind, randomized, and placebo-controlled study in patients with functional class III Eisenmenger syndrome (the BREATHE-5 [Tracleer (Bosentan) in Patients With Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Related to Eisenmenger Physiology] study). Fifty-four patients were randomized 2:1 to bosentan versus placebo for 16 weeks. Bosentan did not worsen oxygen saturation, and compared with placebo, bosentan reduced pulmonary vascular resistance index, decreased mPAP, and increased exercise capacity. Four patients discontinued due to adverse events, 2 (5%) in the bosentan arm and 2 (12%) in the placebo arm. Open label data with bosentan suggest clinical improvements in HIV patients with PAH, while preliminary data suggest benefits in those with inoperable CTEPH and early stage disease (147,148). Bosentan has also recently been evaluated in a mildly symptomatic or functional class II population (149). In this study, 168 PAH patients (IPAH, FPAH, PAH associated with connective tissue disease, anorexigen use, HIV, CHD) with a mean baseline 6MW test of 435 m were randomized to receive bosentan or placebo for 26 weeks. There was a significant improvement in one coprimary end point, change in PVR, but not the other, change in 6MW test. There was an improvement in the secondary end point of time to clinical worsening. The adverse event profile with bosentan was similar to previous studies.

Bosentan is currently widely used in patients with PAH. Close follow-up over time, of both efficacy and safety, is encouraged. The FDA requires that liver function tests be checked monthly, and that the hematocrit should be checked every 3 months. In addition to potential hepatoxicity, other side effects include anemia and the development of edema. Hormonal methods of birth control may be less effective with concurrent administration of bosentan, and barrier techniques of contraception are recommended. This is particularly important because bosentan is potentially teratogenic. There is concern that the endothelin antagonists as a class may be capable of causing testicular atrophy and male infertility. Younger males who may consider conceiving should be counseled regarding this possibility prior to taking these drugs.

7.10. Sitaxsentan

Sitaxsentan is more selective for the ET_A receptor. In a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial (the STRIDE-1 [Sitaxsentan to Relieve Impaired Exercise] trial) 178 NYHA functional class II, III, and IV patients with either IPAH, PAH related to connective tissue disease, or PAH related to congenital systemic to pulmonary shunts, were equally randomized to receive placebo, sitaxsentan 100 mg, or sitaxsentan 300 mg orally once daily. Sitaxsentan improved exercise capacity, as assessed by 6MW test, and functional class after 12 weeks of treatment. The incidence of liver function abnormalities was more favorable for the 100 mg dose, that is, the incidence of elevated aminotransferase values (greater than 3× normal), which reversed in all cases, was 3% for the placebo group, 0% for the 100-mg group, and 10% for the 300-mg group. In an earlier pilot study, sitaxsentan was associated with fatal hepatitis when used at higher doses (150). The most frequently reported laboratory adverse event was increased international normalized ratio or prothrombin time, related to sitaxsentan's inhibitory effect on the CYP2C9 P450 enzyme, the principal hepatic enzyme involved in the metabolism of warfarin.

The STRIDE-2 study randomized 247 PAH patients (245 were treated) with IPAH or PAH associated with connective tissue disease or CHD to blinded placebo (n=62), blinded sitaxsentan 50 mg (n=62) or 100 mg (n=61), or open-label bosentan (n=60) (151). At week 18, patients treated with sitaxsentan 100 mg had an increased 6MW test compared with the placebo group (31.4 m, p=0.03), and improved functional class (p=0.04). The placebo-subtracted treatment effect for sitaxsentan 50 mg was 24.2 m (p=0.07) and for open-label bosentan, 29.5 m (p=0.05). The incidence of elevated hepatic transaminases (greater than 3 times the upper limit of normal) was 6% for placebo, 5% for sitaxsentan 50 mg, 3% for sitaxsentan 100 mg, and 11% for bosentan. Sitaxsentan is currently approved in the European Union, Canada, and Australia, but not in the United States.

7.11. Ambrisentan

Ambrisentan is a relatively selective antagonist of the ETA receptor. A phase 2 dose-ranging study evaluated the efficacy and safety of 4 doses of ambrisentan in patients with PAH (152). In this double-blind study, 64 patients with IPAH or PAH associated with connective tissue disease, anorexigen use, or HIV infection were randomized to receive various doses of ambrisentan (1, 2.5, 5, or 10 mg) once daily for 12 weeks. The 6MW test (plus 36.1 m, p <0.0001) improved from baseline with ambrisentan, with similar increases for each dose group (range plus 33.9 to plus...
38.1 m). Adverse events were generally unrelated to dose, including the incidence of elevated serum aminotransferase concentrations greater than 3 times the upper limit of normal (incidence of 3.1%). Two pivotal phase III clinical trials of ambrisentan in PAH have been completed and randomized 202 and 192 patients with PAH respectively to placebo or ambrisentan. Doses of 5 and 10 mg of ambrisentan were compared with placebo in ARIES (Ambisentan in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension, Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled, Multicenter, Efficacy Study)-1, and doses of 2.5 and 5 mg of ambrisentan were compared with placebo in ARIES-2 (153). After 12 weeks, there were improvements in the primary end point of 6MW test in both studies. The change in mean 6MW test in ARIES-1 was plus 22.8 m and plus 43.6 m for the 5- and 10-mg doses, respectively, and minus 7.8 m in the placebo group. In ARIES-2 it was plus 22.2 m and plus 49.4 m for the 2.5- and 5-mg doses, respectively, and minus 10.1 m in the placebo group. The secondary end point of time to clinical worsening was improved with active therapy in ARIES-2. Ambrisentan was FDA approved in June 2007 for PAH patients with functional class II and III symptoms. As a class, endothelin receptor antagonists have the potential for liver injury and teratogenicity. The incidence of transaminases elevations at 1 year was 2.8% in the clinical trials. Monthly monitoring of liver function tests, a monthly pregnancy test in women of child-bearing potential, and periodic hemoglobin measurements are required. Other potential side effects include lower extremity edema, which is more frequent (29%) and severe in patients over 65 years of age, and nasal congestion (154). Precautions regarding contraception and testicular atrophy are similar to bosentan.

7.12. Phosphodiesterase Inhibitors

As discussed in Section 3, the vasodilatory effects of NO depend upon its ability to augment and sustain cGMP content in vascular smooth muscle. NO activates guanylate cyclase, which increases cGMP production. Cyclic GMP causes vasorelaxation, but its effects are short-lived due to the rapid degradation of cGMP by PDEs. PDE-5 hydrolyzes cAMP and cGMP, limiting their intracellular signaling. PDE-5 inhibitors, such as sildenafil and tadalafil, might therefore be expected to enhance or prolong the effects of these vasodilating (and perhaps antiproliferative) cyclic nucleotides.

7.13. Sildenafil

Sildenafil is a specific PDE5 inhibitor that has been utilized previously for treatment of erectile dysfunction. The SUPER-1 (Sildenafil Use in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension) study was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial that assigned 278 patients with PAH (either IPAH or PAH associated with connective tissue disease or with repaired congenital systemic-to-pulmonary shunts) to placebo or sildenafil (20, 40, or 80 mg) orally 3 times daily for 12 weeks (155). The 6MW test increased from baseline in all sildenafil groups, with mean placebo-corrected treatment effects of 45, 46, and 50 m for 20-, 40-, and 80-mg doses of sildenafil, respectively (p<0.001 for all comparisons). This appeared to be entirely related to improvements with active therapy, as there was little change in 6MW test in the placebo group. All sildenafil doses reduced the mPAP and improved functional class. The incidence of clinical worsening did not differ significantly between the patients treated with sildenafil versus placebo. Long-term data (available only at a dose of 80 mg 3 times daily) in 222 patients completing 1 year of treatment with sildenafil monotherapy showed sustained improvement from baseline at 1 year in the 6MW test (51 m). The FDA-approved dose of sildenafil in patients with PAH is 20 mg administered orally 3 times daily. Side effects include headache, flushing, dyspepsia, and epistaxis. There has been considerable discussion as to whether or not higher doses might confer additional hemodynamic benefit, but such doses continue to be “off-label” (156).

7.14. Tadalafil

Another longer-acting PDE inhibitor, tadalafil, is currently undergoing clinical study. Like sildenafil, tadalafil has been approved previously by the FDA for treatment of erectile dysfunction. However, it remains investigational in patients with PAH.

7.15. Combination Therapy

Given the availability of medications that target different pathologic processes, combination therapy is an attractive theoretical option in PAH, just as in LV systolic dysfunction. The goal of combination therapy should be to maximize efficacy, while minimizing toxicity. The safety and efficacy of combination therapy in PAH is a subject of active investigation. To date, there are 3 small, placebo-controlled, combination therapy trials. One studied functional class III or IV patients with either IPAH or PAH related to connective tissue disease starting on intravenous epoprostenol and randomized them to receive bosentan or placebo (157). This small, underpowered study failed to demonstrate the benefits of combination therapy. More recently, inhaled iloprost has been studied in patients who remained symptomatic (NYHA functional class III or IV) while on stable bosentan therapy for at least 3 months (158). In this multicenter, placebo-controlled, randomized trial, 67 patients with PAH (94% NYHA functional class III, mean baseline 6MW test 355 m) were randomized to receive inhaled iloprost, (5 mcg, 6 to 9 times per day) or placebo. After 12 weeks, the primary efficacy measure, post inhalation 6MW test, improved by 30 m in the iloprost group and 4 m in the placebo group, for a placebo-adjusted difference of plus 26 m (p=0.051). There were also improvements in NYHA functional class (p=0.002), time to clinical worsening (p=0.022) and postinhalation mPAP (p<0.001) and PVR (p<0.001). However, a study with a similar design was terminated early due to a futility analysis (159). The primary end point, change in 6MW test, improved by 1 m in the
placebo group but declined by 9 m in the iloprost group. None of the secondary end points, including functional class, peak oxygen uptake, and time to clinical worsening, differed between the groups. Most recently, the addition of sildenafil (target dose 80 mg 3 times daily) or placebo was evaluated in 267 PAH patients who remained symptomatic with a 6MW test of 100 to 450 m while on a stable dose of intravenous epoprostenol for at least 3 months (160). Patients treated with sildenafil experienced a placebo-adjusted improvement in 6MW test of 28.8 m (p = 0.0002) at 16 weeks, as well as improvements in mPAP, cardiac output, and time to clinical worsening. Several smaller, open label observational studies have suggested benefit of combination therapy. Multiple randomized controlled trials of combination therapy are currently ongoing, and to adequately study the safety and efficacy of combination therapy, we encourage enrollment into randomized controlled trials.

7.16. Limitations of Clinical Trials in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

While the medications studied in the clinical trials reviewed in the preceding text represent, in our view, advancements in the care of PAH patients, many patients still remain symptomatic, with a suboptimal quality of life and impaired hemodynamics despite treatment. With the exception of calcium channel blockers in a robust responder, most therapies reduce PAP by 10% to 20%. A recent meta-analysis of 16 randomized trials in PAH found the following: 1) a nonsignificant reduction in all-cause mortality (relative risk 0.70, 95% confidence interval: 0.41 to 1.22); 2) a significant improvement in exercise capacity as assessed by the 6MW test of 42.6 m (95% confidence interval: 27.8 to 57.8 m); and 3) an improved dyspnea status by at least 1 functional class (relative risk 1.83, 95% confidence interval: 1.26 to 2.66) (161). Notably, with one exception, these trials were all 8 to 16 weeks in duration. None were powered to detect a survival benefit. More recently, a meta-analysis performed on 21 randomized controlled trials (3140 patients) in PAH patients published through October 2008 reported improvements in the 6MW distance and a 43% decrease in mortality in patients treated with PAH-specific therapies versus patients randomized to placebo (161a). Additionally, the role of PAH-specific therapy in certain subgroups has not been adequately studied. For example, a meta-analysis of the scleroderma spectrum of diseases related PAH patients included in 10 randomized controlled trials of oral therapy failed to demonstrate an improvement in exercise capacity in this subgroup (162). Interestingly, this is contrary to the study of epoprostenol performed specifically in the scleroderma spectrum of diseases population, which demonstrated the greatest improvement in 6MW test ever reported in a clinical trial in PAH (117).

7.17. Cost Considerations

Clinical trials in PAH have not included analysis regarding cost/benefit ratio, quality-adjusted life years saved, or number needed to treat. The PAH-specific therapies are expensive. The approximate annual cost for sildenafil is $12,761, for bosentan is $55,890, for ambrisentan is $56,736, and for iloprost is $92,146. Because dosing is individualized and a patient’s weight factors into the amount of drug used, there is considerable variation in the cost of epoprostenol and treprostinil from patient to patient. Based on a 70-kg patient at the lower end of the dosing spectrum, the annual cost for epoprostenol is $33,153 and for treprostinil is $97,615. These costs may be much higher for larger patients and at higher doses (163).

7.18. Invasive Therapies

Despite advances in the medical treatment for PAH, many patients experience progressive functional decline, largely related to worsening right heart failure. It is in these patients that interventional and surgical therapeutic options should be considered, including atrial septostomy and lung or combined heart and lung transplantation. In patients with PH caused by chronic pulmonary thromboembolism, surgical thromboendarterectomy may be beneficial. A body of clinical data has emerged to help guide the utilization of these strategies, and reviews of their role in the therapy of patients with PAH have recently been published (164–166). Other surgical approaches, such as RV mechanical assistance, are under investigation.

7.19. Atrial Septostomy

As right heart function worsens in response to ongoing severe PAH, patients experience progressive dyspnea, ascites, edema, and may have presyncope or syncope. Atrial septostomy creates a right to left inter-atrial shunt, decreasing right heart filling pressures and improving right heart function and left heart filling. While the created shunt decreases systemic arterial oxygen saturation, it is anticipated that the improved cardiac output will result in overall augmentation of systemic oxygen delivery.

Several case series have reported hemodynamic and clinical improvement following the procedure (167–169). Improved cardiac output appears to be the principal hemodynamic benefit; the magnitude of the improvement has ranged from 15% to nearly 60%. Improvements in NYHA functional class and 6MW test have also been reported (169). Reported success rates for bridging patients to transplantation with septostomy range from 30% to 40% (167,168). Procedural mortality is high, however, with an estimate of 15% based on published series (though this has ranged from 5% to 50% in the different centers). This mortality is undoubtedly driven by the severity of PAH and right heart failure of the patients undergoing the procedure. At the same time, however, this mortality clearly contributes to the practice of reserving the procedure for critically ill patients. Within this group, those with advanced age, renal dysfunction, and the most severe derangements in hemodynamics and systemic oxygenation face the greatest procedural risk.

Atrial septostomy may be performed by either blade or graded balloon dilation techniques, both of which have been described previously. Recently, the utility of a customized
septostomy device (170) and the use of intracardiac echocardiographic imaging to guide the location and extent of septostomy creation (171) have been reported. Ongoing advances may yield improved outcomes in the future.

Currently, atrial septostomy is recommended for patients with severe PAH and intractable right heart failure despite maximal medical therapy, including optimized PAH-specific agents and inotropes. Indeed, this represents a very narrow window and identification of appropriate patients requires experience and judgment. The goals of the procedure are palliation and restoration and maintenance of clinical stability until a transplant can be performed. Atrial septostomy should be performed only by experienced operators in centers with the resources to care for such critically ill patients. The procedure should be considered before hemodynamic compromise and end-organ dysfunction is too far advanced.

7.20. Lung and Combined Heart and Lung Transplantation

Lung transplantation has been an option for the therapy for select patients with end-stage pulmonary disease for the past 25 years. Currently, approximately 4% of the approximately 1,700 single lung (SLTx), double lung (DLTx), and combined heart and lung (HLTx) transplants annually performed worldwide in adults are for the primary indication of PAH (172). While patients with PAH undergoing transplantation face an increase in operative mortality, their long-term outcomes are comparable with patients with other primary indications (172). The International Society for Heart and Lung Transplant registry reports 1-, 3-, 5-, and 10-year survivals of 66%, 57%, 47%, and 27%, respectively, in PAH patients undergoing transplant. By way of comparison, survival rates for all patients transplanted were 78%, 61%, 49%, and 25% at these respective time points (172,173).

There is no agreement on the optimal type of transplantation for patients with PAH. While acceptable outcomes have been demonstrated with SLTx, many centers prefer DLTx to limit the reperfusion injury that has been reported in the donor lung of PAH patients undergoing SLTx (174). The decision to perform HLTx in PAH patients is based on the severity of cardiac decompensation. The combined procedure is generally reserved for patients with intractable right heart failure, especially when a patient has become dependent on inotropic support. Combined heart and lung transplant is also often required in patients with PAH in the setting of complex CHD, although in some instances combining SLTxs or DLTxs with simultaneous repair of the congenital cardiac abnormality may be feasible (175). Also, patients with PH and concomitant advanced left heart disease may be considered for HLTx. Finally, when PAH is not the primary indication for lung transplantation, the presence of secondary PH and its sequelae may similarly impact the choice of transplant type. Choice of procedure is therefore dependent on the patient characteristics, as well as the desire to optimally use scarce donor organs, the ease (or difficulty) of each surgical procedure, and a given center's preference.

Transplantation as a potential therapeutic option should be discussed with PAH patients at the time of diagnosis. Timing of referral is challenging, and local practices and organ availability must be considered. Patients who are otherwise good transplant candidates should be referred when they have an unacceptable response to PAH therapies. In the current patient prioritization scheme used by the United Network for Organ Sharing, patients with PAH may be assigned a lung allocation score below that of patients with other common diagnoses, such as pulmonary fibrosis. In addition, a determination that a patient is functional class IV paradoxically lowers the patient's score (a recognition of the worsened peri- and posttransplant outcomes observed in these patients). The thoracic committee of the United Network for Organ Sharing is constantly reviewing and revising this process. Application for an exception based on certain hemodynamic criteria is now possible for PAH patients. Revisions to the scoring system to include changes in bilirubin and creatinine are being discussed. Once a patient has been evaluated and considered a candidate for transplantation, aggressive follow up and therapy are required to maintain cardiac function and improve the likelihood that a combined heart and lung transplant will not be required.

7.21. Pulmonary Thromboendarterectomy

Patients with suspected PAH should undergo evaluation for CTEPH. As discussed in the preceding text, the screening tool of choice for CTEPH is perfusion scanning. If indi-cative of CTEPH, a pulmonary angiogram should be performed. Patients are considered to be candidates for pulmonary thromboendarterectomy (PTE) if they have surgically accessible disease and present acceptable surgical risk. The goal of PTE is to remove sufficient material from the pulmonary arteries to substantially lower PVR and improve cardiac output. The diagnostic evaluation of patients with CTEPH, surgical technique, and outcomes have been reviewed recently (104). This complex and life-saving therapy is best performed at high-volume centers as the learning curve and required support systems are prohibitive for most hospitals.

7.22. Right Ventricular Assist Device

The development of refractory right heart failure portends a grave prognosis in patients with PAH. Left- and biventricular assist devices have proven effective in supporting patients with severe left- and biventricular failure. Preclinical studies have suggested the usefulness of right ventricular assist device (RVAD) support in a model of PH (176). While a growing body of literature has emerged demonstrating the utility of RVAD support in patients with acute postoperative RV failure, often in the presence of PH, its utility in patients with PAH has not as yet been tested.

7.23. Treatment Algorithm

The optimal therapy for a patient is a highly individualized decision, taking into account many factors including: severity of illness, route of administration, side effects, comorbid
illness, treatment goals, and clinician preference. An algorithm for therapy of PAH is depicted in Figure 6 (99).

8. Reassessing Patients Over Time: How to Follow Patients on Treatment

While guidelines for the diagnosis and initial treatment have been developed recently, a guideline focusing on how to reassess patients over time has been lacking. Almost all of the randomized clinical trials studying PAH therapies to date have been short-term studies, usually 12 to 16 weeks in duration. Furthermore, the long-term experiences published thus far usually detail single center experiences, without placebo or control groups, making it difficult to infer generalized practice patterns. Most importantly, treatment of PAH is a rapidly evolving field with emergence of new information and development of novel therapies, which have further hampered creation of a coherent guideline outlining ongoing evaluation.

The complexity of the disease and the rapid advances occurring in PAH mandate a guideline outlining long-term management recommendations. Although the therapies that have been approved thus far have been effective in improving quality of life and outcome to varying degree, clinical experience has demonstrated that some patients progress despite treatment while others decline after initial improvement. Furthermore, long-term experiences with epoprostenol have demonstrated the importance of vigilant early follow-up, since patients who remain in functional class III or IV despite therapy have poor outcomes and should be considered for lung transplant (77,78).

Figure 6. Treatment Algorithm for PAH

Background therapies include warfarin anticoagulation, which is recommended in all patients with IPAH without contraindication. Diuretics are used for management of right heart failure. Oxygen is recommended to maintain oxygen saturation greater than 90%. *Acute vasodilator testing should be performed in all IPAH patients who may be potential candidates for long-term therapy with calcium channel blockers (CCBs). Patients with PAH due to conditions other than IPAH have a very low rate of long-term responsiveness to oral CCBs, and the value of acute vasodilator testing in such patients needs to be individualized. IPAH patients in whom CCB therapy would not be considered, such as those with right heart failure or hemodynamic instability, should not undergo acute vasodilator testing. †CCBs are indicated only for patients who have a positive acute vasodilator response, and such patients need to be followed closely both for safety and efficacy. ‡For patients who did not have a positive acute vasodilator testing and are considered lower risk based on clinical assessment (Table 2), oral therapy with ERA or PDE-5I would be the first line of therapy recommended. If an oral regimen is not appropriate, the other treatments would need to be considered based on patient’s profile and side effects and risk of each therapy. §For patients who are considered high risk based on clinical assessment (Table 2), continuous treatment with intravenous (IV) prostacyclin (epoprostenol or treprostinil) would be the first line of therapy recommended. If a patient is not a candidate for continuous IV treatment, the other therapies would have to be considered based on patient’s profile and side effects and risk of each treatment. Epoprostenol improves exercise capacity, hemodynamics, and survival in IPAH and is the preferred treatment option for the most critically ill patients. Although expensive and difficult to administer, epoprostenol is the only therapy for PAH that has been shown to prolong survival. Treprostinil may be delivered via either continuous IV or subcutaneous (SC) infusion. Iloprost is a prostacyclin analogue delivered by an adaptive aerosolized device 6 times daily. The endothelin receptor antagonists are oral therapies that improve exercise capacity in PAH. Liver function tests must be monitored indefinitely on a monthly basis. Phosphodiesterase inhibitors also improve exercise capacity. Combination therapy should be considered when patients are not responding adequately to initial monotherapy (Table 8). ¶Timing for lung transplantation and/or atrial septostomy is challenging and is reserved for patients who progress despite optimal medical treatment.
Table 8. Longitudinal Evaluation of the PAH Patient*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Course</th>
<th>Physical Examination</th>
<th>Functional Class</th>
<th>6MWD</th>
<th>Echocardiogram</th>
<th>Hemodynamics</th>
<th>BNP</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Frequency of Evaluation</th>
<th>FC Assessment</th>
<th>6MWT</th>
<th>Echocardiogram§</th>
<th>BNP†</th>
<th>RHC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stable; no increase in symptoms and/or decompensation</td>
<td>No evidence of right heart failure</td>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>Greater than 400 m</td>
<td>RV size/function normal</td>
<td>RAP normal</td>
<td>Near normal/remaining stable or decreasing</td>
<td>Oral therapy</td>
<td>Q 3 to 6 months‡</td>
<td>Every clinic visit</td>
<td>Every clinic visit</td>
<td>Q 12 months or center dependent</td>
<td>Center dependent</td>
<td>Clinical deterioration and center dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstable; increase in symptoms and/or decompensation</td>
<td>Signs of right heart failure</td>
<td>IV†</td>
<td>Less than 300 m</td>
<td>RV enlargement/dysfunction</td>
<td>RAP high</td>
<td>Elevated/increasing</td>
<td>Intraoperative prostacyclin and/or combination treatment</td>
<td>Q 1 to 3 months</td>
<td>Every clinic visit</td>
<td>Every clinic visit</td>
<td>Q 6 to 12 months or center dependent</td>
<td>Center dependent</td>
<td>Q 6 to 12 months or clinical deterioration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For patients in the high-risk category, consider referral to a PH specialty center for consideration for advanced therapies, clinical trials, and/or lung transplantation. †The frequency of follow-up evaluation for patients in FC III and/or 6MWD between 300 to 4000 m would depend on composite of detailed assessments on other clinical and objective characteristics listed. ‡For patients who remain stable on established therapy, follow-up assessments can be performed by referring physician(s) or PH specialty centers. §Echocardiographic measurement of PASP is estimation only and it is strongly advised not to rely on its evaluation as the sole parameter to make therapeutic decisions. †The utility of serial BNP levels to guide management in individual patients has not been established.

8.1. Role of Nurses in Managing Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Patients at Specialty Centers

It is our opinion that nurses provide a crucial link between the physician(s) and patient in all PAH specialty centers. First, competent nursing education of the patient, triage, and medical assessment are necessary to manage PAH patients who not only have complex disease but also need complex therapies, such as intravenous or subcutaneous prostanooids. Frequent telephone calls are necessary during initiation, after an episode of decompensation, and for periodic evaluation with these treatments. It is also crucial for patients to be proactive in the management of their disease and to be instructed to communicate with the nurses in the event of clinical problems. This is best accomplished when patients are given specific instructions, access to the nursing staff, and a shared sense of responsibility for managing their disease and treatment plan.

Nurses also provide emotional support to patients and their families, especially during the initial period of accepting the diagnosis or with acute illness. They spend time educating patients on the disease process and answering questions regarding different therapies or issues on how PAH impacts activities of daily living. Also, nurses are often the ones patients and their families turn to for assistance for help in navigating through insurance companies and dealing with realities associated with financial aspects of PAH therapies. Indeed, one of the distinguishing features that marks a group as a PAH specialty center is the availability of competent and caring nursing staff dedicated to meeting the unique challenges of patients with PAH (Table 9). Additionally, specialty pharmacies that dispense many of the PAH therapies employ nurses and pharmacists who play a key role in educating patients about the therapies.

9. Non-Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Pulmonary Hypertension Populations

While recent evidence points to an increase in the number of patients with WHO Group 1 PAH (1), the number of
patients with PH related to chronic left heart disease (WHO Group 2) or chronic hypoxic states (WHO Group 3) is far greater. It is universally agreed that such patients require optimization of therapies targeting their underlying disease state (tailored heart failure interventions for patients with congestive heart failure, for example). However, it is not uncommon that even with such optimization, clinically meaningful PH remains. A subset of patients may be described as having PH “out of proportion” to their underlying disease state. Examples would include patients with a modest degree of obstructive lung disease or left heart disease that nonetheless manifest severe PH. Some have speculated that these patients have a form of PAH that may merit therapy with PAH-specific agents. Unfortunately, there are relatively few data available to guide decision making regarding the use of PAH-specific therapies for these patients. Other populations in which the use of these therapies is controversial include those with CTEPH and those with PH following a variety of cardiac surgical procedures. This section explores the diagnostic and therapeutic approach to these patient populations.

9.1. WHO Group 2: Pulmonary Venous Hypertension

9.1.1. Systolic Heart Failure and Pulmonary Hypertension

Despite significant advances in the treatment of patients with systolic heart failure with neurohormonal modulators including angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, beta-blockers, and spironolactone, the morbidity and mortality among patients with advanced heart failure remains high (177). Development of PH, which usually progresses to affect RV function, signals progression of disease and poor outcome (5). PH in association with left heart failure usually occurs initially as pulmonary venous hypertension. Over a period of time, partly as an adaptive mechanism against pulmonary edema, an increase in pulmonary artery resistance may ensue.

Although optimizing neurohormonal antagonists remains the mainstay in treating patients with systolic heart failure, efforts to target PAH by applying similar principles used in treating idiopathic PAH have been pursued. The FIRST (Flolan International Randomized Survival Trial) study enrolled 471 patients with advanced heart failure to receive continuous epoprostenol infusion plus standard care or standard care alone (178). Although a hemodynamic improvement was seen among patients receiving epoprostenol with an increase in CI and a decrease in PCWP and PVR, the study was terminated early due to a strong trend toward increased mortality rates in patients receiving epoprostenol. Several explanations given included the long-term detrimental effects observed with systemic vasodilatation in systolic heart failure and possible hazardous effects of epoprostenol among patients with ischemia. Based on the findings of this study, chronic use of epoprostenol in patients with systolic heart failure is contraindicated. The only other prostanoid-based agent tested in patients with chronic heart failure is inhaled iloprost (179). Investigators have reported hemodynamic benefits of short-term use of iloprost in heart transplant candidates with increased PAP. Significant decreases in mPAP and PVR was demonstrated.

Similar to increase in activation of several other neurohormonal systems, the level of endothelin (ET)-1 is also increased in chronic heart failure (180). Studies investigating the short-term hemodynamic effect of endothelin receptor antagonists (ERAs) in patients with chronic heart failure were initially encouraging. A 2-week therapy with the selective ERA bosentan in 36 patients with symptomatic heart failure despite treatment with standard regimen resulted in a reduction of both systemic and pulmonary pressures and increase in cardiac output (181). These initial encouraging results prompted long-term randomized trials. In the REACH-1 (Research on Endothelin Antagonists in Chronic Heart Failure) study, 370 patients with advanced heart failure (NYHA functional class IIIb/IV) received bosentan or placebo. However, this trial was stopped prematurely due to safety issues, namely elevated liver transaminases, and the question of possible long-term benefit using lower doses was raised based on observing a trend towards reduction in heart failure-related morbidity and mortality among patients who received therapy (182). The ENABLE (Endothelin Antagonist Bosentan for Lowering Cardiac Events in Heart Failure) trial enrolled over 1600 patients and studied lowered doses of bosentan versus placebo (183). However, no improvement in outcome was demonstrated between patients treated with bosentan and conventional treatment versus conventional treatment alone. There was an increased risk of early heart failure exacerbations due to fluid retention in patients treated with bosentan.

Several hypotheses have been raised regarding the lack of improvement seen with the addition of ERAs in heart failure patients. One reason may lie in patient selection. Endothelin receptor blockers reduce PAP and increase cardiac output in patients with IPAH (142). It is possible that adding ERAs may prove to be beneficial only for patients with chronic heart failure and PH. Indeed, a recent report described 5 patients who were deemed ineligible for heart transplantation due to severe irreversible PH (184). A 6-week trial of bosentan resulted in decreased PVR, making the patients eligible for heart transplantation, which they all underwent successfully. Another case report illustrates a patient who was considered for heart and lung transplantation secondary to biventricular dysfunction and severe PH (185). After 3 months of therapy on bosentan, improvement in LV function and PAP made him eligible for double lung transplantation. Larger studies are needed to determine the safety and benefit of adding ERAs to currently used neurohormonal antagonists among patients with chronic heart failure and PH.

Two small reports have demonstrated safety and hemodynamic effects of short-term use of sildenafil in patients with congestive heart failure and PH (186,187). An acute study has shown that sildenafil administration improved...
peak VO₂, reduced VE/VCO₂ slope, and produced pulmonary vasodilatation during rest and exercise in patients with heart failure and PH (188). In addition, sildenafil treatment for 12 weeks improved exercise capacity and quality of life in patients with systolic heart failure and PH, compared with placebo-treated patients (189). Longer-term use of PDE-5 inhibitors in heart failure patients has not been investigated to date.

9.1.2. Diastolic Heart Failure and Pulmonary Hypertension
Diastolic heart failure refers to clinical syndromes in which patients present with heart failure symptoms with preserved LV systolic function. The predominant underlying structural abnormalities in diastolic heart failure are concentric hypertrophy and/or remodeling. This is often caused by chronic pressure overload, usually due to hypertension. The other characteristics associated include normal or reduced LV volume, abnormal diastolic function, and left atrial enlargement (190). These abnormalities impair the filling process of the left ventricle, especially under conditions that increase the heart rate (i.e., exercise or arrhythmia), resulting in inadequate cardiac performance and clinical symptoms.

Treatment strategies for diastolic heart failure include treating hypertension and preventing or aiming for regression of hypertrophy, accomplished mainly by using angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers. Strict volume control is necessary, obtained through diuretics and sodium restriction. Prevention of tachyarrhythmia and controlling the heart rate to optimize diastolic filling time are most often achieved using beta-blockers and calcium channel blockers. Furthermore, improving lusitropy and preventing ischemia are also imperative when considering treatment strategy.

There are no established guidelines for treatment of diastolic heart failure. Many patients with this syndrome share similar risk profiles such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, LV hypertrophy, atrial fibrillation, sleep disordered breathing (SDB), and atherosclerotic disease. Therefore, some of the general principles used in treating systolic heart failure patients have been applied. A few small studies have shown that angiotensin receptor blockers improve exercise tolerance. The CHARM (Candesartan in Heart failure: Assessment of Reduction in Mortality and morbidity)-Preserved trial suggested that treatment with candesartan reduces hospitalization related to diastolic heart failure, though mortality benefit was not seen (191).

When patients present with both diastolic heart failure and elevated PAP, measures to optimally treat systemic hypertension and normalize volume status must be in place. Performing RHC with careful attention paid to obtaining accurate PCWP, and in most cases LVEDP, is important in placing the correct diagnosis. Paradoxically, it is possible that the PCWP or LVEDP might be normal in such a patient with severe RV failure and low cardiac output. If PAP remains elevated despite normalizing systemic blood pressure and attaining euclidean status, it is unclear if consideration should be given to targeted therapy for PAH. Furthermore, in the presence of hypertrophy and/or echocardiographic evidence of abnormal relaxation, it is unknown what PAP should be considered “out of proportion” to the presence of left heart changes. No studies are available to guide this therapeutic decision.

9.1.3. Valvular Dysfunction and Pulmonary Hypertension
Development of PH in association with valvular dysfunction has been shown to be a marker of advanced disease. Rosenhek et al. (192) reported their findings from prospectively following 132 consecutive patients with severe degenerative mitral regurgitation for 62 plus or minus 26 months. This group used criteria consisting of development of symptoms, LV enlargement or dysfunction, recurrent atrial fibrillation, or PH. Evaluation of event-free survival demonstrated the presence of symptoms to be correlated with worst outcome; however, among this cohort, only 5 patients developed new onset of atrial fibrillation or PH. This study is in accordance with the U.S. and European practice guidelines recommendation for surgery in asymptomatic patients with MR with regards to presence of PH. The guideline recommends systolic PAP exceeding 50 mm Hg to be a IIa indication for surgery (193).

Elevated estimated RV systolic pressure on echocardiography has multiple potential etiologies. When an etiology such as left heart disease or pulmonary disease is found, the underlying disorder should be treated aggressively. In many instances the PAP will decline with appropriate management of the underlying disorder. If the estimated PAP remains elevated, and the patient remains symptomatic, further evaluation, including an RHC, may be appropriate.

9.2. WHO Group 3: Hypoxia-Associated Pulmonary Hypertension
The respiratory diseases most frequently associated with PH are chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, interstitial lung disease, and SDB. Less common pulmonary abnormalities, such as chronic hypventilation syndromes and high altitude exposure, can also produce PH, but will not be discussed here. These are categorized as WHO Group III PH. The topic of pulmonary diseases and the heart has recently been reviewed (194).

9.2.1. Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease and Pulmonary Hypertension
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a highly prevalent lung disorder of the lung parenchyma, including airways, resulting in a ventilatory limitation to exertion, recurring respiratory infections, and often chronic hypoxia and hypercapnea. COPD, predominantly caused by smoking, is associated with pulmonary vascular changes including intimal thickening, which decreases luminal cross-sectional area (195,196). While PH is thought to be common in patients with COPD, its exact prevalence is uncertain and is heavily influenced by disease severity: two thirds of patients...
with advanced COPD have been reported to have PH detected echocardiographically (197). More recently, the cardiopulmonary hemodynamics of a retrospective series of 998 patients with COPD has been published (198). Twenty-seven patients (3%) had severe PH, defined as an mPAP greater than 40 mm Hg. Interestingly, 16 of these 27 had another possible cause of PH, such as anorexigen exposure, connective tissue disease, thromboembolic disease, or LV disease. In only 11 patients, or 1.1%, was COPD the only potential etiology of the PH. The median PAP in these 11 patients was 48 mm Hg. These patients had an unusual pattern of cardiopulmonary abnormalities with mild to moderate airway obstruction, severe hypoxemia, hypocapnea, and a very low diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide.

In a similar series, among 215 patients with severe COPD who underwent RHC to evaluate candidacy for either lung transplantation or lung volume reduction surgery, PH, defined as an mPAP greater than 25 mm Hg, was present in 50.2% of patients (199). The PH was characterized as moderate (mPAP 35 to 45 mm Hg) in 9.8% and severe (mPAP greater than 45 mm Hg) in 3.7%. A cluster analysis identified a subgroup of atypical patients characterized by moderate impairment of the pulmonary mechanics with moderate to severe PH and severe hypoxemia. Observations suggest that a different biological mechanism results in changes in the pulmonary vascular bed in susceptible patients and that severe PH occurs in the presence of lung disease rather than as a result of the lung disease. For example, a genetic predisposition to PH in COPD patients, as a result of a 5-HTT polymorphism, has been described, which may predispose to more severe PH in hypoxemic patients with COPD (200).

In the vast majority of COPD patients, PH is mild and treatment should be directed at the underlying COPD. This should include bronchodilator and anti-inflammatory therapy, and most importantly, oxygen. Patients who present with severe PH should be evaluated for another disease process that is responsible for the high PAP before it is attributed to the COPD. Specific treatment of PH in the setting of COPD has not been adequately studied. Open label, uncontrolled observations with both bosentan and sildenafil have suggested benefit, although adequately designed trials are lacking (201–203). Worsening V/Q mismatch, resulting in further hypoxemia due to nonselective vasodilatation is a potential risk.

9.2.2. Interstitial Lung Disease and Pulmonary Hypertension

Interstitial lung disease (ILD) is a heterogeneous group of disorders generally featuring inflammatory and/or fibrotic destruction of the pulmonary parenchyma, and commonly associated with PH (204). Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a relatively common form of ILD. The prevalence of PH as determined by echocardiogram in patients with IPF is uncertain, but has been reported to be as high as 40% in a general IPF population (205) and 60% in patients with IPF referred for lung transplant evaluation (206). As with COPD, the magnitude of PH in patients with IPF is often modest, though a sizeable minority may have more marked pressure (207). Recent data have shown a lack of correlation between lung function variables and PAP in patients with IPF, suggesting mechanisms other than the degree of fibrosis underlying the PH seen in this disease (205). The treatment of PH associated with ILD should begin with optimal treatment of the ILD, potentially including immunomodulatory therapies and supplemental oxygen. The role of PAH-specific therapies in the treatment of PH associated with ILD has not been adequately investigated.

Sarcoidosis is a disease of unknown etiology, often grouped among the ILDs and commonly associated with PH. According to the 2003 classification, PH associated with sarcoidosis falls into Group V or “miscellaneous” PH. As in COPD, the frequency with which PH complicates sarcoidosis appears to increase with disease severity (208). A small, uncontrolled study reported clinical improvement in patients with severe PH associated with sarcoidosis treated chronically with intravenous epoprostenol (209). A controlled trial of bosentan in this population is scheduled to begin in the near future.

9.2.3. Sleep Disordered Breathing

SDB, especially when accompanied by frequent and severe hypoxemia, can produce PH. Generally, the magnitude of the pressure elevation is modest even in severe cases of sleep apnea. Accordingly, if a patient with SDB is found to have severe PH, a complete diagnostic evaluation should be undertaken to assess for other possible etiologies of the PH. At the same time, all patients with PH should be evaluated and treated (if indicated) for SDB to limit the adverse pulmonary vascular effects of the SDB (210).

Therapy of PH associated with SDB centers on prevention of episodic hypoxia by the provision of continuous positive airway pressure (with or without supplemental oxygen) or, less commonly, with surgery or the use of an oral prosthesis. PAH-specific agents have not been studied in patients with PH associated with SDB, although they may be used when PH persists despite adequate therapy of the SDB.

9.3. WHO Group 4: Thromboembolic Pulmonary Hypertension

CTEPH is defined as PH associated with an elevated mPAP (greater than 25 mm Hg) caused by thromboemboli in the pulmonary arterial system. A recent prospective, longitudinal study following patients presenting with acute PE but with no other history of venous thromboembolism estimated the cumulative incidence of CTEPH to be 1.0% 6 months after acute PE, 3.1% after 1 year, and 3.8% after 2 years (103), suggesting that the disease may be much more common than previously believed. Hoepf et al. (104) have recently reviewed CTEPH in detail. The current model of CTEPH pathogenesis is based upon gradual formation of organized thromboemboli after deep venous thrombosis and
PE. No abnormality of the coagulation or fibrinolytic pathway or of the pulmonary endothelium has been consistently identified except for anticardiolipin antibody (approximately 10% of patients) and elevated levels of factor VIII. Splenectomy, ventriculo-atrial shunt, infected intravenous lines, and chronic inflammatory states appear to be independent risk factors for CTEPH (212).

Pulmonary microvascular changes manifesting as pulmonary hypertensive arteriopathy likely contribute to disease progression (211). Mechanisms for significant distal disease may involve: 1) obstructions of “small” subsegmental elastic pulmonary arteries; 2) classic pulmonary arteriopathy of small muscular arteries and arterioles distal to nonobstructed vessels; and 3) pulmonary arteriopathy of small muscular arteries and arterioles distal to totally or partially obstructed vessels. Distal pulmonary vasculopathy of both occluded and nonoccluded pulmonary vasculature is characterized by lesions considered typical for IPAH, including plexiform lesions.

CT findings of CTEPH may be minimal and a ventilation-perfusion scan should always be considered in the setting of possible CTEPH. A normal perfusion study or the presence of multiple, small, subsegmental defects make IPAH or another form of small-vessel PH more likely, and one or more mismatched segmental or larger defects generally indicates CTEPH. Occasionally, multiple mismatched defects are seen in pulmonary veno-occlusive disease, pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis, fibrosing mediastinitis, pulmonary vasculitis, or pulmonary artery sarcoma. CT or angiographic evidence of CTEPH includes pouching, webs, or bands with or without poststenotic dilatation, intimal irregularities, abrupt narrowing, or total occlusion. Pulmonary angiography has been the cornerstone of managing patients with CTEPH for many years and confirms the diagnosis and gives an indication of operability.

9.3.1. Surgical and Invasive Therapy

PTE is potentially curative, although it cannot be performed in a substantial proportion of patients (104,165,213,214) and surgical success is dependent on careful patient selection and operator experience. Invasive therapeutic approaches other than PTE are currently limited. Possible alternatives include lung transplantation and balloon pulmonary dilation (angioplasty) (164,215). The latter technique may be beneficial, but it is not, at present, routinely applied (215). While there are little clinical data to support the practice, inferior vena cava filter placement prior to PTE is standard at most large centers.

9.3.2. Medical Therapy

As in PAH, diuretics and oxygen are used as indicated. Lifelong anticoagulation therapy is prescribed. Pharmacologic therapies approved for use in treating IPAH are being studied in CTEPH in view of the potential for nonocclusive small vessel vasculopathy. Most clinical evidence is currently limited to small, uncontrolled trials. There has been 1 placebo-controlled trial for CTEPH, which evaluated bosentan in patients with either inoperable disease or persistent PH following PTE (147). Patients treated with bosentan demonstrated a reduction in PVR, but no change in 6MW test, compared with placebo.

Pharmacotherapy may be beneficial in 4 settings (216). First, when PTE is not possible due to significant distal disease, medical therapy may be the only possibility, with transplant considered for the most severely ill individuals. Second, in high-risk patients with extremely poor hemodynamics, intravenous epoprostenol may be considered as a therapeutic bridge to PTE (217). Such individuals include those with functional class IV symptoms, mPAP greater than 50 mm Hg, CI less than 2.0 L/min/m², and PVR greater than 1,000 dyn·s·cm⁻² (216). While this approach may improve surgical success, medical therapy should not significantly delay PTE. Third, patients with persistent PH after PTE (about 10% to 15%), and who often have significant residual distal pathology, should be considered for medical therapy. Finally, when surgery is contraindicated due to significant comorbidity, medical therapy can be considered. Data from open label observations of medical therapy in CTEPH have been recently reviewed and are promising but do not permit derivation of a strong evidence base (104).

9.3.3. Pulmonary Hypertension in the Cardiac Surgical Patient

As the spectrum of cardiac surgical procedures—coronary revascularization, valve repair and replacement, mechanical assist device implantation, and cardiac transplantation—has been offered to an increasingly complex population of patients, the importance of peri- and postoperative PH and right heart failure has become apparent. Often, PH is noted preoperatively and appropriate therapy may be initiated prior to surgery. Less commonly, it develops perioperatively without antecedent evidence of pulmonary vascular disease or right heart failure. Outcomes are significantly worse in patients with perioperative PH and RV failure (218–220), prompting interest in the utility of newer therapies for this situation, including PAH-specific therapies. Little information has emerged thus far regarding the utility of these therapies in this setting, and concern exists regarding potential adverse effects should left-sided cardiac filling pressures not be normalized following surgery.

9.3.4. Preoperative Pulmonary Hypertension

Significant PH has been reported in several patient populations in which cardiac surgery may be required, and it is particularly common in patients with chronic mitral or aortic valvular disease and in those with chronic severe left heart failure (218–220). In the latter group, the presence of significant PH with a high PVR may disqualify a patient from receiving an orthotopic cardiac transplantation. Reversibility of the high PVR is often assessed by the administration of short acting pulmonary and systemic arterial
vasodilators (221). Several reports describe the use of chronic vasodilator agents or mechanical LV assistance to lower PVR in patients with chronic left heart failure and initially fixed PH. Specific PAH therapies are rarely used in patients with PH resulting from chronic valvular disease or left heart failure; the persistently elevated left-sided cardiac filling pressures generally seen in these patients puts them at risk for pulmonary edema when challenged with a selective pulmonary vasodilator. Furthermore, studies have indicated that despite the adverse impact of PH on survival, surgical aortic or mitral valve replacement and percutaneous mitral valvuloplasty all have acceptable outcomes and frequently result in regression of PH (218,222,223).

9.3.5. Postoperative Pulmonary Hypertension
PH may persist following cardiac surgery despite successful reduction of left-sided cardiac filling pressures to normal or near-normal levels. In this circumstance, initiation of PAH-specific therapy may be considered. It is advisable to perform full RHC to ensure normalization of left-sided cardiac filling pressures prior to beginning such treatment. De novo PH following cardiac surgery is quite unusual. Studies suggest that some patients with mitral stenosis have a significant rate of residual PH following successful percutaneous balloon valvuloplasty (223) or surgical commissurotomy or valve replacement (222). The incidence appears highest in patients with the greatest elevation of PVR preoperatively, and may be as high as 25% (223). PH may complicate aortic stenosis as well, and may also persist following surgical valve replacement (218). The incidence of PH following LV assist device implantation for chronic severe heart failure is uncertain. One study suggested that nearly 50% of such patients will have evidence of at least mild PH acutely upon weaning from cardiopulmonary bypass (224). PH is fairly common following cardiac transplantation; the estimated incidence of at least mild PH has been in excess of 60% (225). Severe PH following cardiac transplantation is rare, likely owing to aggressive preoperative screening for fixed PH in transplant candidates.

A number of therapeutic strategies have been employed for patients with PH with or without RV failure during and following cardiac surgery. In a population undergoing a variety of surgical interventions including coronary revascularization, valve repair and replacement, mechanical assist device implantation, and cardiac transplantation, inhaled NO, given at a dose of 20 ppm for a mean of 36 hours, improved pulmonary and systemic arterial pressures and cardiac index (226). Other studies have shown similar benefits of NO in more homogenous populations with PH following valve surgery (227), ventricular assist device implantation (224), and cardiac transplantation (228). On balance, inhaled NO is an effective short-term strategy for the management of PH following cardiac surgery. Inhaled prostacyclin has also been used in patients with PH following valve surgery (229). A head-to-head comparison of inhaled prostacyclin and NO in this population found both to be effective and to have better tolerability than intravenous nitroprusside (230). Inhaled iloprost has been used successfully in patients with PH and acute RV failure during and following cardiac transplantation (231). Sildenafil has been reported to have beneficial hemodynamic effects when administered by nasogastric tube in patients undergoing cardiac surgery who develop intraoperative PH (232).

For more persistent PH following cardiac surgery, oral PAH therapy may be considered. A small case series suggested that oral sildenafil may be helpful in weaning patients from intravenous or inhaled PAH therapy for PH following cardiac surgery (233). No clinical reports exist of bosentan used for this indication; however, a preclinical study demonstrated its ability to prevent PH associated with cardiopulmonary bypass (234).

9.4. Summary of Recommendations
1. Patients with PH require a thorough diagnostic evaluation to elucidate the roles of pulmonary venous hypertension, chronic lung disease with hypoxemia, and/or pulmonary thromboembolism to the pathogenesis of their disease.

Accordingly, RHC, lung function and imaging studies, determination of arterial oxygen saturation (at rest, with activity, and overnight), and ventilation-perfusion scanning are all mandatory elements of the assessment of these patients.

2. Patients with PH related to pulmonary venous hypertension may be considered for PAH-specific therapy provided:
   a. the cause of the pulmonary venous hypertension is first optimally treated; and
   b. the PCWP is normal or only minimally elevated; and
   c. the transpulmonary gradient (TPG) and PVR are significantly elevated; and
   d. the patient's symptoms suggest that PAH-specific therapy may yield clinical benefit.

Treatment of such patients with PAH-specific therapy should be undertaken with great care, as these treatments may result in an increase in fluid retention, left-sided cardiac filling pressures, and pulmonary edema, and result in clinical deterioration. Decisions about whether and how to treat such patients should be made on a case by case basis by experienced PH caregivers.

3. Patients with PH related to chronic lung disease and hypoxemia may be considered for PAH-specific therapy provided:
   a. the chronic lung disease and hypoxemia are first optimally treated; and
   b. the TPG and PVR are significantly elevated; and
   c. the patient's symptoms suggest that PAH-specific therapy may yield clinical benefit.

Treatment of such patients with PAH-specific therapy should be undertaken with great care, as these treatments may result in worsened hypoxemia and clinical deterioration.
tion. Decisions about whether and how to treat such patients should be made on a case by case basis by experienced PH caregivers.

4. Patients with chronic thromboembolic PH may be considered for PAH-specific therapy provided:
   a. appropriate secondary preventative measures, including anticoagulation, have been instituted; and
   b. PTE has been performed or is not indicated; and
   c. the TPG and PVR are significantly elevated; and
   d. the patient’s symptoms suggest that PAH-specific therapy may yield clinical benefit.

Decisions about whether and how to treat such patients should be made on a case by case basis by experienced PH caregivers.

5. Patients with PH following cardiac surgery may be considered for PAH-specific therapy provided:
   a. the surgery and concomitant medical therapy provide optimal treatment of the underlying cardiac disease; and
   b. the surgery and concomitant medical therapy result in a normal or only minimally elevated PCWP; and
   c. the TPG and PVR remain significantly elevated; and
   d. the patient’s clinical condition suggests that PAH-specific therapy may yield clinical benefit.

Decisions about whether and how to treat such patients should be made on a case by case basis by experienced PH caregivers.

10. Congenital Heart Disease-Related Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

Overall, the incidence of CHD is approximately 8 per 1,000 live births (235).

Many different forms of CHD are associated with an increased risk for the development of pulmonary vascular disease (PVD). In patients with systemic-to-pulmonary shunts, the type and size of the defect, as well as the magnitude of the shunt, are risk factors for the development of PAH. Shear stress due to increased pulmonary blood flow and/or increased pulmonary artery pressure appears to play a major role in the development of PVD related to CHD. Based on natural history studies, approximately 30% of all children born with CHD who do not undergo surgical repair will develop PVD (235).

However, to date we have limited ability to determine which patients develop early irreversible PVD. There appears to be a difference between the pre- and post-tricuspid shunt lesions. The laminar shear stress induced by the increase in pulmonary blood flow alone may not be the same as the laminar and circumferential pressure shear stress induced by post-tricuspid shunt lesions, for example, a ventricular septal defect. Patients with small- to moderate-sized ventricular septal defects develop PVD in only approximately 3% of cases; in contrast, almost all patients with an un-repaired truncus arteriosus develop PVD, while approximately 50% with a large ventricular septal defect and 10% with an atrial septal defect develop PVD. In addition, there is significant biologic variability in the clinical presentation and prognosis. While some children with the same underlying CHD develop irreversible PVD in the first year of life, others with the same CHD may maintain acceptable levels of pulmonary vascular resistance for many years. A recent study demonstrated BMPR2 mutations in patients with PAH in CHD. Mutations in BMPR2 occur in patients with FPAH and IPAH. These data raise the possibility that the presence of a genetic predisposition in some patients with CHD may contribute to the observed biologic variability (236). Further investigation into the role of genetic mutations may offer insight into which children with CHD should undergo surgical repair during early infancy. However, whether early therapeutic interventions halt or reverse the progression of the PVD remains unclear.

Over the past several decades, advances in pediatric cardiology/cardiac surgery have increased the number of patients with CHD surviving into adulthood. However, despite surgical correction of large systemic-to-pulmonary shunts in infancy, surgical repair does not guarantee that patients will not develop PVD postoperatively, and thus although early diagnosis and improved cardiac surgery have significantly decreased the number of patients overall with Eisenmenger syndrome, some of these patients, for reasons that remain unclear, develop progressive PVD following surgical repair. In addition to the symptoms and complications associated with PAH without Eisenmenger syndrome, patients with Eisenmenger syndrome have additional comorbid conditions due to right-to-left shunting and hypoxemia resulting in hematologic, hemostatic, cerebrovascular, renal, rheumatologic, and cardiac complications.

With respect to therapeutic interventions, whether medical or surgical, risk/benefit considerations need to be carefully evaluated based on the natural history of the condition as well as on an individual basis. The survival and long term outcome for patients with classic Eisenmenger syndrome is quite different than for patients with other forms of PAH, such as IPAH/FPAH or PAH related to connective tissue disease (72). Untreated, survival rates are 80% at 5 years and approximately 40% at 25 years. Despite the differences in etiology and prognosis, PAH associated with CHD shares similarities with IPAH, for example, pulmonary vascular histopathology. Based on these similarities, therapeutic modalities demonstrated to be efficacious in patients with IPAH are beginning to be evaluated in patients with PAH associated with CHD based on presumed similar pathobiology. As opposed to patients with IPAH, in whom the likelihood of acute pulmonary vasoreactivity with effective long-term calcium channel blockade therapy is less than 10%, this is virtually nonexistent in patients with PAH related to CHD. To date, the only disease-specific targeted PAH therapy that has been demonstrated to be efficacious in patients with PAH related to CHD is the ETA/ETB receptor antagonist bosentan. Although this trial was only
16 weeks in duration, a relatively short period of time for patients with Eisenmenger syndrome in whom the natural history is significantly more protracted than for IPAH, bosentan improved exercise capacity and decreased pulmonary vascular resistance without worsening systemic arterial oxygen saturation; the safety and tolerability profile was comparable to that observed with previous PAH bosentan trials (146). In addition, although not randomized controlled trials, several open label uncontrolled studies have reported improved exercise capacity and hemodynamics (including improvement in systemic arterial oxygen saturation) with chronic intravenous epoprostenol (79,130). The risk of complications with chronic intravenous epoprostenol, such as paradoxical emboli, needs to be carefully weighed in patients with unrepaired or residual congenital heart defects. Whether nonparenterally administered prostanooids such as inhaled or oral prostanooids will prove to be efficacious remains to be determined. In addition, whether PDE-5 inhibitors such as sildenafil will be efficacious in patients with PAH/CHD will require further study.

11. Pediatric Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

11.1. Persistent Pulmonary Hypertension of the Newborn

Persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn (PPHN) is a syndrome characterized by increased pulmonary vascular resistance, right-to-left shunting, and severe hypoxemia. PPHN is frequently associated with pulmonary parenchymal abnormalities, including meconium aspiration, pneumonia, sepsis, lung hypoplasia, and alveolar capillary dysplasia. In some instances there is no evidence of pulmonary parenchymal disease, and the etiology is unknown. Thus, although PPHN is multifactorial in origin, the nature of the underlying defect(s) causing failure to adapt to extraterine life is uncertain. This is not surprising, since the mechanisms responsible for achieving a normal fall in PVR at birth are poorly understood. In the mature pulmonary circulation, the interaction between healthy endothelial and smooth muscle cells produces a balance between relaxation and contraction favoring relaxation due to release of endothelium-derived NO. Whether failure to achieve the normal reduction in PAP at birth is due to failure of endothelium-dependent and/or independent relaxation, a primary structural abnormality of the pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells, or an excess of vasoconstrictor agents such as endothelin or thromboxane remains unclear. Increased circulating endothelin-1 levels have been reported after birth in these neonates. However, the primary abnormality most likely varies with various risk factors similar to what is postulated for various other forms of PAH. The rationale for treating with inhaled NO and possibly a PDE-5 inhibitor such as sildenafil is due to an absolute or relative lack of endogenous NO. Lung recruitment strategies facilitated by high frequency ventilation may be particularly useful in enhancing the efficacy of inhaled NO. Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation has improved survival for neonates with refractory hypoxemia, although it may be associated with significant morbidity (i.e., hemorrhagic, neurologic, and other complications). The efficacy of inhaled NO has also been demonstrated in multicenter randomized clinical trials, (i.e., improved oxygenation and reduction in the need for extracorporeal membrane oxygenation). However, despite the significant advances in treatment strategies for PPHN, this condition continues to have an unacceptably high morbidity and mortality rate of approximately 10% to 20%.

11.2. Pediatric Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

Without treatment, the natural history for children with IPAH is worse than in adults; however, with treatment, the outcome appears better in children than in adults. Unfortunately, due to limited data in children with PAH, management decisions are often extrapolated from adult studies. The selection of optimal therapy is complex, as there are no consistently successful treatments, and some agents may involve complicated delivery systems, specific dosing regimens, side effects, and potential complications. Furthermore, if the disease progresses, the treatment may have to be revised based on risk:benefit considerations.

In the absence of studies specifically reporting the clinical response of children to PAH therapy, similar clinical strategies have been suggested for the management of PAH in children; however, without evidence-based data, these guidelines must be used with caution. It should also be highlighted that children not infrequently have a very high PAP but remain in functional class II due to the absence of RV failure during childhood. Those with syncope or near syncope, despite their functional class based on their level of dyspnea, should be treated aggressively, as one would treat a functional class IV patient. Based on expert consensus, the initial approach following the diagnosis of PAH in a child is, in the absence of a contraindication, to treat the child with digitalis and diuretics, anticoagulation with warfarin, and supplemental oxygen if clinically indicated. Patients who are responders to acute vasoreactivity testing are also treated with high-dose calcium channel blockade; nonresponders and responders who remain functional class III are considered for treatment with either an endothelin receptor antagonist, for example, bosentan, a PDE-5 inhibitor, for example, sildenafil, or a prostanooid, for example, inhaled iloprost. Functional class IV children and class III patients who do not improve with an endothelin receptor antagonist, PDE-5 inhibitor, or inhaled prostanoid should be considered for treatment with an intravenous prostanoid, for example, epoprostenol/treprostinil. Due to differences in metabolic activity in children versus adults, acute and chronic pharmacokinetic studies are helpful to determine optimal dosing in children. With the advent of new drugs with targeted mechanisms of action, combination therapy may become an attractive option for children who fail to improve or deteriorate with a single agent; however, clinical data are
currently limited. Finally, atrial septostomy and lung or heart-lung transplantation can be considered for refractory PAH.

Based on similar pathobiology and pathophysiology in children and adults with various forms of PAH, the consensus amongst the PH community is that the diseases are the same in children and in adults. The increased understanding of FPAH further supports this, with genetic anticipation highlighting the biologic variability that exists in many forms of PAH. However, in IPAH, a significantly greater percentage of children (up to 40%) are acute responders compared with adults, and the younger the child is at the time of diagnosis, the greater the likelihood of acute pulmonary vasoreactivity with acute vasodilator testing. Uncontrolled trials have reported that long-term administration of high-dose calcium channel blockade prolongs survival in children, similar to that reported in adults (237). However, despite continued calcium channel blockade therapy, the benefit observed in IPAH children who are responders (97% 5-year survival) is not always preserved long term (10-year survival 81%) and treatment success at 10 years in children who are acute responders is less than 50% (238). Consequently, children who are acutely responsive at diagnosis still have a significant risk for treatment failure long term on calcium channel blockade and need close follow-up. Serial reevaluation, including repeat acute vasodilator testing, is necessary in these children to maintain an optimal therapeutic regimen.

Open label, uncontrolled studies with intravenous epoprostenol in IPAH children have demonstrated sustained clinical and hemodynamic benefits for over 10 years. Long-term intravenous epoprostenol has also been used successfully in children with PAH associated with CHD, improving hemodynamics and quality of life parameters. Data on bosentan therapy for PAH in children remain limited. A retrospective analysis of 86 children with IPAH or PAH-CHD demonstrated beneficial long-term effects of bosentan (alone or in combination with intravenous epoprostenol) on functional capacity, hemodynamics, and survival in children with PAH (239). Subsequent analysis of the subgroup with PAH and CHD also demonstrated clinical and hemodynamic improvement similar to the experience with adult Eisenmenger patients.

Assessing safety and efficacy, particularly in young pediatric patients, is problematic, that is, accurate assessment of exercise capacity even in children old enough to exercise is fraught with difficulty. In addition, due to the biologic variability of PAH with the progressive nature more often more severe in the pediatric patients compared with adults, ethical issues become more problematic when considering long observational periods to assess overall morbidity and mortality. Long-term safety issues are equally problematic when initiating therapy with unknown long-term safety effects in children. Thus, although clinical investigation with children with PAH is more difficult and often approached without enthusiasm, the potential rewards for having a significant impact on overall quality of life as well as long-term survival should far outweigh the difficulties and impediments in developing improved therapeutic modalities for children.

12. Pulmonary Hypertension
Centers of Excellence

PAH is a rare disease with a high mortality. Given the complex nature of this disease, if at all possible, most patients should be managed at or in conjunction with a PAH Center of Excellence. Centers that specialize in PAH offer physicians with expertise and experience in this complicated disease, nursing staff specially trained to assist in the management of PAH patients and the complex therapies for this disease, and often clinical trials of investigational agents. Multidisciplinary programs enlist the expertise of both cardiologists and pulmonologists, and commonly rheumatologists, hepatologists, infectious disease specialists, hematologists, transplant physicians, psychologists, and social workers.
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<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Reviewer</td>
<td>Representation</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>Ownership/Partnership/Principal</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Institutional, Organizational, or Other Financial Benefit</td>
<td>Expert Witness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Richard S. Schofield</td>
<td>Content Reviewer—ACCF Task Force on Clinical Expert Consensus Documents</td>
<td>Medtronic</td>
<td>AtCor Medical</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Novartis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. James H. Stein</td>
<td>Content Reviewer—ACCF Task Force on Clinical Expert Consensus Documents</td>
<td>Amgen</td>
<td>KOS</td>
<td>Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation</td>
<td>AstraZeneca*</td>
<td>KOS</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LipoScience</td>
<td>Pfizer*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bristol-Myers Squalb*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Merck</td>
<td>Takeda*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Deborah Wesley-Farrington</td>
<td>Content Reviewer—ACCF Task Force on Clinical Expert Consensus Documents</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table represents the relevant relationships with industry and other entities that were disclosed at the time of peer review. It does not necessarily reflect relationships with industry at the time of publication. A person is deemed to have a significant interest in a business if the interest represents ownership of 5% or more of the voting stock or share of the business entity, or ownership of $10,000 or more of the fair market value of the business entity; or if funds received by the person from the business entity exceed 5% of the person's gross income for the previous year. A relationship is considered to be modest if it is less than significant under the preceding definition. Relationships in this table are modest unless otherwise noted. Names are listed in alphabetical order within each category of review. *Significant (greater than $10,000) relationship.